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Abstract

The purpose of this action research was to determine the impact of
portfolio use on learning autonomy in English as a Foreign Language or EFL
class. Participants were nineteen students from second grade from a private
primary school in Guayaquil.
The effect was described comparing the level of student´s autonomy
from the first, second and third data collection instances. Both quantitative
and qualitative data were collected and analyzed to report the level of
autonomy improvement and to explain the reasons for its development.
The intervention consisted of seven weeks of portfolio use in the
language class in order to improve students‘ autonomy in the following areas
of measurement: evaluation of learning, diagnosing learning need,
formulating learning goals, identifying human and material resources for
learning and choosing and implementing learning strategies. Students were
expected to use the portfolio in order to showcase evidence of these
autonomy characteristics.
Overall results indicated that through the use of the portfolio, second
graders‘ autonomy increased more than twice its initial level. By the end of
the intervention students could do most of the language tasks almost
autonomously although the portfolio intervention time was not enough for all
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the students to reach the expected autonomy level. Finally, conclusions are
discussed in terms of what other factors contributed to and also impeded
autonomy development.
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The knowledge gained through this project is dedicated to my second grade
students who inspired this work and to my tutors who helped make it happen.
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Problem Statement and Context
“Give a man fish, feed home for a day. Teach a man to fish, feed for a
lifetime.”
Confucius

Nowadays, in this globalized world characterized by increased
communication and interdependence among societies, information is
constantly involved in situations of change. What today seems like fact might
not be true tomorrow. Scholars aware of this issue have decided to modify
their current pedagogical practices and direct their goals toward providing
students with skills that will be permanently used in all the areas of their
lives. Educators then have decided not to only focus on the content to be
transmitted, but also on engaging students in a self-activation mode of
searching and managing their own knowledge, a skill that will not only serve
for today‘s demand but will be frequently required through the students‘
lifetime.
The existing ongoing skill made us believe that what student needs to
know is to how to become autonomous learners, learners with the initiative to
trace the path for the construction of their personal understanding. Moreover,
Benson (2001) stated that ―autonomy in learning is about people taking more
control over their learning in classrooms and outside them‖. Diaries, selfreports and portfolios are some of the strategies that have been reported as
effective tools for autonomy development since they provide students
opportunities of constant reflection about their learning process and motivate
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them to carry out plans that will facilitate the construction that new
knowledge. Probably the most effective tool that fosters autonomy learning
is the portfolio. The portfolio is a folder that is often designed to allow
students to demonstrate what they are capable of doing; to shows the applied
strategies to acquire certain knowledge and also shows personal decisions
that will mark the road to new learning. L.Paulson, R. Paulson, and Mayer
(1991) in their article ―What Makes a Portfolio a Portfolio” indicate that ―a
portfolio is a portfolio when it provides a forum that encourages students to
develop the abilities to become independent and self-directed learners‖. With
this assumption, will the use of portfolio help to develop autonomous
learning on young learners in an EFL class? This is the issue that this
exploratory study will address.
In a private bilingual primary school in Guayaquil, where this study
takes place, constant interactions and observations to second graders in their
language class evidence their low level of autonomy. They showed, for
example, that they were unable to recognize their abilities as language users.
Questions about what they could do in English received repeated insecure
replies. Students could not identify what they have learned until that moment.
Another problem encountered was their lack of understanding about the
things they needed to know to improve their learning. To study hard and
concentrate on obtaining good grades were the common responses obtained
about their learning needs. Some of them said that they needed to reach that
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goal because parents force them to do it. Conversations revealed that
students‘ learning needs at that point of the time were based on meeting
parents‘ expectations and they were not taking charge of their own learning
needs. Since they did not feel responsible about their learning, it was also
observed that they got easily distracted while working on the worksheets.
They focused their efforts on doing activities that were not directly related
with the assigned task such as playing with school materials and toys,
drawing pictures or talking to each other about other unrelated topics. These
behaviours evidenced the need to introduce some autonomous learning so
that they could direct their attention on learning how to learn. Finally, the last
problem was encountered every time they were asked to finish their work and
then judge it. Some of them felt not confident in telling a grade and only few
were able to estimate if their work was really good or bad. As it could be
seen a reflection on personal performance was also needed so that student
could end up explaining what they know and how well they did it so that they
can take decisions and manage things for further learning. What would be the
effect of using portfolio on learning to be autonomous on second graders in a
language class?
International context
Portfolios have been used in different countries around the world.
Different versions of portfolios have been tried out with the purpose of
developing self directed learning. But an example of a portfolio that helps
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students to become autonomous in their language learning is the European
Language Portfolio (ELP). Some member countries from Council of Europe
have reported positive outcomes of using the ELP in Pilot projects between
1997 and 2000. For example, a group of teachers from Czech Republic
reported that student became more motivated and more creative, they became
more self-confident, they reflected more on what they do and they developed
their language abilities (Little, 2002).
Professional context
According to TESOL (2010), Association of Teachers of English to
Speakers of other Languages, teachers ―should be able to know and use a
variety of performance-based assessment tools and techniques to inform
instruction for the classroom‖ (p.64). TESOL considers that teachers who
develop this area can understand and interpret the interdependent
relationships between teaching and assessment and can create instructional
tasks and assessment tools that promote and measure students‘ learning.
TESOL association considers that portfolios are important tools in the
assessment of ELL learning because ―they evaluate complex thinking
through performance tasks‖ and to develop this domain, teachers should also
understand that ―self-assessment and peer-assessment techniques must be
used to encourage students to monitor and take control of their own learning‖
(p.64).
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National Context
The Ecuadorian Ministry of Education is increasingly working on
improving students‘ participation in the classrooms. This interest is evident
in the updated national curriculum presented in 2010. The updated national
curriculum, Actualizacion y Fortalecimiento de la Educación General Básica
2010, considers the learner an active participant in the learning process. The
national curriculum proposes solving real life problems through group tasks
and debates as participatory learning methods to increase activeness. These
learning methods must be included in all areas: language, social studies,
science and math. They should also be carried out by the use of performance
criteria for standards.
Despite the fact the recent educational curriculum requires students to
perform more meaningful actions and teachers to evaluate students using
recommended performance criteria to measure student‘s content skills, no
emphasis has been placed on improving other learning skills as for example
self-directed learning skills. Then, the need to know how others tools might
increase activeness on Ecuadorian learners might be interesting to study.
Immediate Context
In the school where this study took place, students are expected to
develop high level proficiency in language learning because of its objectives
for students to obtain the International Baccalaureate Diploma. The IB
diploma is recognition from International Baccalaureate Organization (IBO)
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for a high level of academic performance including English language skills
but also for developing international mindfulness. The IBO mission is shared
by all affiliated schools and they all work on developing active, lifelong
learners and responsible citizenship, by focusing on the dynamic combination
of knowledge, skills, independent critical and creative thought (International
Baccalaureate Organization, 2006). Since this institution is an IB affiliated
school there is a major necessity to develop learner independence beginning
with the youngest learners.
The primary section is working hard toward reaching those goals.
Students and teachers in pre-school and primary sections were asked to use
new methods to ensure students‘ activeness and independence .One of those
programs is the High Scope program and its philosophy to create learning
environments that help students to become active learners. The High Scope
program suggests that letting students follow the process called ―plan - do –
review‖ they will successfully become active learners. The High Scope
program believes that if teachers support students when planning the
activities for the day, if teachers provide materials that help students
demonstrate their initial intentions and if teachers ask students to reflect on
their actions they will finally become more active learners. (High/Scope
Educational Research Foundation, 1995). The need to try out new
alternatives to enhance new ways of learning to create independent learners
will be always be a subject of interest in this institution.
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Literature Review
Education has been challenged by the existing demand of rapid
changes in our understanding. Over the last two decades, the importance of
learner autonomy and independence have gained high recognition within the
context of language learning (Little, 1991). The focus of this action-research
was to find out what was the effect of using portfolio to learn to become
autonomous in an EFL primary school setting. After analyzing the problem,
the literature review will provide information about the concept and
importance of developing autonomy, some strategies to help students to
become more independent learners and also strategies when implementing
portfolio on trying to develop autonomy.
What is Autonomy?
Autonomy is a term that has been conceptualized in many different
ways by a variety of authors. For example, Holec (1981) described it as ―the
ability to take charge of one‘s learning‖(p.3). In similar terms, autonomy has
also been described as the willingness and capacity to control own learning
(Dam, 1990). David Little and Malcolm Knowles might have provided
clearer definitions since more details were added in terms of observational
behaviors that can be seen on learners. Then, for David Little (1991) learner
autonomy ―is a essential matter of learner‘s psychological relation to the
process and content of learning—a capacity for detachment, critical
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reflection, decision making, and independent action‖(p.4). Probably the best
description of autonomy in terms of a process and organized steps was found
in Malcolm Knowles‘s definition on his model of self- directing learning .He
put the idea of self-direction into forms of activities that could be used and
seen by educators and learners. His five step model involved: diagnosing
learning needs; formulating learning needs; identifying human material
resources for learning; choosing and implementing appropriate learning
strategies and evaluating learning outcomes (Knowles, 1975) .Each of these
autonomy indicators were defined as: the identification of knowledge needed
to accomplish a goal, the translation of learning needs into feasible learning
objectives, the recognition of the resources that will facilitate the
accomplishment of the learning objectives, the use of the resource as a
learning strategy that will facilitate the accomplishment of the learning
objectives and the placement of a value for a learning outcome (Ramnaraya
& Hande, 2005). Working on these steps is significant to the learning process
since it is a part of the process of human development, to take increasing
responsibility for our own lives, then to become increasingly self-directed
(Knowles, 1975). The characteristics for learner autonomy presented on
Knowles‘s self-directed model were the selected criteria for evaluating
second graders autonomy development in this study.
Importance of developing Learner Autonomy
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One of the reasons for increasing learner autonomy is because it is no longer
realistic to think the objective of education as transmitting what is known,
but the principal purpose must be now to develop the skills of inquiry
(Knowles, 1975). Learner autonomy also brings students the opportunity to
remember better and longer what has been learned than passive learners since
they enter into a more purposefully learning (Knowles, 1975).
Similar to this, Little (2000) considered the importance of learner
autonomy for two reasons:
(1) If learners are themselves reflectively engaged in planning,
monitoring and evaluating their work for learning, it should follow that their
learning will be more successful than otherwise because it is more sharply
focused; and (2) the same reflective engagement should help to make what
they learn a fully integrated part of what they are, so that they can use the
knowledge and skills in the world beyond.
Strategies for developing learner autonomy
Many strategies have been used to develop learner autonomy .Some
of the current alternatives for developing autonomy include self-report,
diaries and portfolio. According to Wenden (1998) Self- reports are good
tools to when trying to extract information about students‘ learning
strategies. For example, introspective self-reports collect information on the
strategies learners are using at the time of the report. Another type of report
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is the retrospective self-report. This type of report is obtained though
questionnaires and structured interviews and focus on extracting information
about problem encountered, learner‘s feelings and decision taken based on
those experiences .Without the awareness component of these self-reports,
students would be trapped in their old patterns of beliefs and behaviours and
never be fully autonomous (Wenden, 1998).
Another tool that has been useful for developing autonomy is the
Diary. According to Thanasoulas (2000) diaries offer students the possibility
to plan, monitor, and evaluate their learning, identifying problems and
suggesting solutions. Diaries also provide the opportunity to include
expectations for the course at the beginning of the process. This help learners
put things into perspective and manage their learning more effectively.
Portfolio is also a tool that has been proven as an effective tool for
developing autonomy. The differences found between this strategy and the
others are that the portfolio does not only record beliefs, attitude and
decisions but also includes observational evidence that support those feelings
and actions. As L.Paulson, R. Paulson, and Mayer (2003) said ―a portfolio is
a purposeful collection of student work that exhibit the student‘s effort,
progress, and achievement in one or more areas‖ (p.6). The selection of
students‘ work included in the portfolio is also complex, the collection must
include student participation in selecting contents, the criteria for selection,
the criteria for judging merit, and evidence of student self-reflection (L.
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Paulson, R. Paulson, & Mayer, 2003). These contents selection are not the
only contents found in a portfolio. Since there are many right kinds of
portfolio, what matters is that the portfolio‘s shape, size, complexity,
structure and use be determined by the purpose of the portfolio (Frank,
1995). Based on its purposes, Frank (1995) found the following kinds of
portfolio:
(a) The Working Portfolio - a storage folder for keeping many
samples of writing and writing-related work gathered over time; (b)
The showcase Portfolio - the collection of work selected to show off
for any number of particular purpose; (c) The Process Portfolio- the
collection of writing samples gathered to show the writing through
the stages of the process; (d) The Pass-Along Portfolio- a collection
of writing chosen specifically for the purpose of showing writer ‘s
growth through several grades; (e) The Public Portfolio- a group of
samples collected for sharing or viewing by others outside of the
classroom; (f) The Project or Theme Portfolio- samples collected to
show work, thinking, or growth on a topic or area of study, or on one
theme; (g) The Group Portfolio-samples gathered by a group or whole
class and put together for a specific purpose (p. 166).
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An Effective Tool for Developing Learner Autonomy: The European
Language Portfolio
Portfolios have been widely used around the world. In Europe different
versions of portfolio have been tried and have report positives learning
outcomes. For example the European Language Portfolio (ELP) have
reported benefits of promoting autonomy, language learning and also on
providing millions of young people to understand and respect other‘s people
language, history and culture by sharing their personal experiences, interest
and things that makes them different (The National Centre for Languages,
2006).
Between 1998 and 2000, fifteen member states of the council of
Europe piloted the ELP and teachers reported that it helped language learners
to be more transparent to the learners and also foster the development of
autonomy since it stimulates reflection on the content and process of learning
by assigning a central role to self-assessment (Little, 2007).This selfassessment component is presented within the three sections of the European
Language portfolio: the Passport section, the Biography section and the
Dossier section. The passport requires learners to assess their own language
proficiency using the scales and descriptors derived from the Common
European Framework; the biography provides for the regular setting of
learning goals, which learners can do only if they regularly assess their own
progress; and the selection of material for inclusion in (and exclusion from)
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the dossier likewise requires self-assessment. Some sections from the ELP
were taken as a model to design the portfolio for the participants of this
study.
Teachers‘ experiences working with this ELP and its contents reported
the following positives outcomes:


Learners reflect more on what they do.



Learners can develop their own language abilities.



Learners are more motivated and more creative.



Learners become more self-confident.

Positives experience from two Czech teachers of English to primary
children of 8 and 9 after working with the ELP were:


―The Portfolio encourages learners to be independent, to think about
themselves and to assess themselves. It is something totally different
from everything they have met so far.‖ (Little, 2001, p. 19)



―The Portfolio gives learners the space to be absolutely independent:
―I am going to choose this learning activity. I will work on it and put
my work in the dossier. Then I can plan something new... I am going
to do what I want.‖ (Little, 2001, p. 19)

Similar reports were expected from the participants of this study when using
their own portfolio, since they were being constantly questioned about their
actions and also asked to value their knowledge.
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Despite the advantages of portfolio implementation, other researchers
have reported some incompatibilities (McWethy and Gradwell, 1998; Jensen
and Harris, 1999; Wright, Knight and Pomerlau, 1999; LaBoskey, 2000, etc).
They mentioned that when classes share a large number of students a great
amount of time to plan the activities, to correct them and to give students
some feedback in class is required. Developing portfolios also requires:
compulsory tutorials, more effort for lectures than traditional lessons, having
generic capacities and abilities that can be used in any learning situation like
using different sources of information (Collen, 2006).

The amount of

tutorials and sources were taken into consideration when planning the
portfolio intervention for second graders.
Conditions for Learner Autonomy
Beyond the advantages that portfolio might bring to development of
autonomy. There are other factors that increase or decrease it, since learning
it is not merely a result of applying a cognitive or meta-cognitive strategy, it
is also influenced by affective components (Thanasoulas, 2000). According
to Thanasoulas (2000) the desire to learn, the misconceptions about learning
and the lack of self–esteem are crucial factor that benefit of impede the
autonomy development.
The desire to learn or motivation provides the primary force to initiate
learning and to maintain the long and often tedious learning process (
Dornyei ,1998). Gardner and MacIntyre (1993) made important distinction
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between these two types of motivations: the integrative motivation and
instrumental motivation. The integrative motivation is when students are
interested in learn the culture of the target language and therefore they want
to be immerse in its target community. The other type of motivation is the
instrumental motivation and it become apparent when your efforts are
oriented to receive a monetary incentive. For the purpose of this study these
two types of motivation were taking into consideration to increase students‘
desire to learn.
Another factor that might impede the process of learning is the
misconceptions about learning. Learners that believe that are
successful only in the context of traditional classroom, where teacher
manage the learning activity, might not feel comfortable and show a
negative attitude toward new ways of learning (Wenden, 1998).
Finally the lack of self-esteem also leads to negative attitude toward
learning. Students‘ personal image as incapable of doing something in
the target language will not show effort toward learning in general
(Wenden, 1998). Candy (1991) believes that these factors can be
brought to the class by ―by creating a friendly atmosphere by low
threat, unconditional positive regard, honest and open feedback, and
respect for ideas and opinions for others, approval of selfimprovement as a goal, collaboration and competition‖ (p.337). These
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affective factors were taken into consideration when developing
autonomous learning through portfolio.

Innovation

The Innovation consists of the use of portfolios for developing
autonomy when learning language. To ensure students‘ autonomous
development when learning language, the portfolio provided two writing task
so that students complete them by putting into practice the five
characteristics that Malcolm Knowles set as indicators of autonomous
behaviors. This means that in order to complete the two writing tasks
students had to constantly execute the following actions: evaluate learning
outcomes, diagnose learning needs, formulate learning goals, identify human
and material for learning and choose and implement the appropriate learning
strategy. Each of those autonomous actions or behaviors were also evident in
the worksheets of the portfolio. Therefore the portfolio did not only exhibit
final products (the two writing tasks) as showcase portfolios usually do but
portfolios showed the process by which students construct that knowledge,
this is by autonomous learning.
The innovation took place in a second grade language class between
July 20th and October 7th.. The innovation was carried out four hours a week
distributed in the following days: Monday (50 minutes = 1 hour class),
Wednesday (50 minutes= 1 hour) and Fridays (100 minutes = 2 class
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hours).Within the total time of 28 hours during the seven weeks of portfolio
intervention, students had to carry out several activities in to show the
completion of two writing task and the autonomy actions taken.
Before initiating the portfolio process, the teacher spent two
additional hours presenting to the autonomy development plan and its stage
of learning. This was done in order to make students be aware of how the
class was going to be organized during those seven weeks working with the
portfolio. Additionally, teacher showed the students a model portfolio and
explained its purpose and the actions expected when working on each
portfolio worksheet.
Portfolio Content
The portfolio was made of several worksheets created with the
purpose of helping students demonstrate that they were able to perform the
following autonomy actions: evaluate their learning, diagnose their learning
needs, formulate learning goals, identify human and material resources for
learning, choose and implement appropriate learning strategies, and evaluate
learning outcomes again. Each autonomy subcategory or action was
translated into a more familiar definition so that students had a clearer idea of
what was expected to do. Therefore, the autonomy characteristics meant the
following actions:
a) Evaluate their learning: to show what I can do or what I learned.
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b) Diagnose their learning needs: to show what I need to learn.
c) Formulate learning goals: to show what I want to learn.
d) Identify human and material resources for learning: to show how
I can learn it.
e) Choose and implement appropriate learning strategies: to show
how I will learn it.

The portfolio worksheets include simple instructions such as: colour,
point, circle, draw, and write. They were created so that students could easily
demonstrate their growing autonomy. Most of the instructions were also
translated into their first language (Spanish) in order to avoid
misunderstanding regarding to what they had to do.

Here is the aim and the specific instructions students had to follow in
each portfolio worksheet.

Portfolio self-assessment chart (English and Spanish version).
These two worksheets were designed for the students to monitor and assess
their autonomy progress in each of its subcategories. This section was also
useful for student that wanted to look the criteria the teacher was going to use
when evaluating the portfolio presentation during the assessment days. Here
students were asked to point or draw a circle if they wanted to anticipate or
estimate their portfolio grade. (Appendix A-B)
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Portfolio assessment question guide. This worksheet was designed
for the students to be aware of how the portfolio was going to be assessed.
This section was set as a reminder of the questions that the teacher would ask
during the teacher lead conference for assessing their portfolio. Here students
were asked to read the given questions so that they could practice at home
or among peers before been formally assessed. Those questions attempt to
know what they could do (learn) what they needed to learn, what they wanted
to learn, what resources are available for learning and which of resources
they chose for learning. (Appendix C)

Self-assessment of the tasks. The aim of these worksheets was to
help students to show things they could do with the language, to show what
else was needed to learn and what they wanted to learn. In other words,
students in this section showed three out of five of the characteristics of an
autonomous learner: evaluation of learning, diagnose of learning needs and
formulation learning goals. In order to demonstrate they could evaluate their
own learning, they coloured in the I can speech bubbles to show what they
can do (know or learn). To demonstrate they could diagnose learning needs,
they pointed to the I can speech bubbles to show what they needed to learn.
Finally, to demonstrate they could formulate learning goals, they circled the
I can speech bubbles to show what they wanted to learn. (Appendix D-E)
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My Resources for Learning. This worksheet was designed to help
students identify the available resources for learning and also to show which
was the particular resource selected as a strategy to learn. In this section,
students exercised the two other characteristics of an autonomous learner:
identification of human or material resources for learning and the selection
and implementation strategies for learning. In order to demonstrate they
could identify the available resources for learning, students has to point to
the all the images of the resources presented in the worksheet, and to
demonstrate they could selected an appropriate strategies for learning, they
circled the resource that they think it could help them with what they wanted
to learn. (Appendix F)

My Learning Evidence. In this section, students included all the
evidence that show what they could do in English. In the first page of this
section, students listed the tasks that were part of their learning evidence.
(Appendix G ). The initial learning evidence were two written tasks designed
by the teachers. Those written tasks were: to write a farm animal riddle and
to write about their dream town. (Appendix H).Along these writing tasks
sheets, two guide sheets called ―Understanding the Writing Task‖ were also
provided with the purpose to facilitate students with useful information that
could be used before and while working on their writing tasks. Each
worksheet was divided in two parts. The first part called ―I know‖ was
designed as a pre-writing strategy in which students brainstormed all the
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words they remembered before, while or after learning a particular lesson.
This part turned into a quick access guide of the words that might be needed
to complete the task. The second part titled ―I can‖ was designed to facilitate
examples of sentences that should be included in the writing tasks.
(Appendix I)
The teacher enlarged this ―Understanding the writing task‖
worksheets on a piece of cardboard and pasted it on the wall, so that all the
class could see the new words the peers just learned and that might be helpful
for their own writing task.
Description of the Autonomy Development Plan Using Portfolio
In order to facilitate the autonomy development using portfolio the
following stages of learning were planned during the intervention. (Appendix
J)
Understanding the performance task - (10 minutes – Mondays &
Wednesdays). In this stage teacher and the students discuss about the use the
writing task guide sheets and the two writing task sheets to understand how
the two tasks should be performed. After that discussion and direct
instruction, students used the ―I know‖ section of the writing task guide
sheets and write down all the vocabulary already learned which might be
used when performing the task. Students also used the ―I can‖ section from
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the writing task guide sheets and read the assessment criteria and the
examples provided for each criteria.
Portfolio overall recommendations - (10 minutes- Monday &
Wednesdays). The purpose for this stage was that students listen to the
teacher‘s recommendations on how to improve the use of the portfolio
worksheets. In this stage students had to look at the teacher portfolio model
and see examples on how to develop the tasks in each portfolio worksheet
and also look at some classmates portfolio selected by the teacher to see
examples of well done portfolios and also portfolios that needed lots of
improvement.
Portfolio in use - (30 minutes – Mondays &Wednesdays and 95
minutes on Fridays). During this time students worked on their two writing
tasks and with the worksheets of their portfolio. On Mondays, half of the
students received personal assistance during three minutes and on
Wednesday the other half of students receive the same time for feedback.
During that assistance time teacher was observing how students worked with
their portfolios. The teacher also asked the questions from the Portfolio
Assessment question guide to monitor the portfolio process and also to see
how the portfolio worksheets contribute with the autonomy development. On
Fridays, students kept working on written tasks and the self assessment
worksheets but teacher assistance was omitted since the teacher was formally
assessing students‘ portfolios during the conference.
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Teacher Led Conference - (5 minutes each student on Fridays).
During this time students had a special conference with the teacher and each
of them presented his/her own portfolio for five minutes. Every Friday,
students had to convince the teacher how autonomous they were behaving
by showing the evidence of what they could do, what they needed to learn,
what they wanted to learn, how they planned to learn what they wanted to
learn. The teacher graded students‘ performances using a rubric that assesses
their autonomy.

Methodology

This research is an exploratory study using an uncontrolled group,
pre- post design to explore the use of a portfolio as a way to learn to become
autonomous in a primary classroom setting. Through the design, both
quantitative and qualitative instruments were used to analyze data in order to
answer the following research question:

Research Question
General: What impact does portfolio implementation have on the
autonomy of second grade students from an EFL class?
Specific:


Did autonomy increase as a result of using portfolio?
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What factors of the portfolio process contribute to the increase
or decrease of students‘ level of autonomy?

Method
In order to answer the research question this study was based on an
action research method. An action research is any systematic inquiry
conducted by teacher researchers to gather information about the ways that
their particular school operates, about how they teach, and/or how well their
students learn. The information is gathered with the goal of gaining insight,
developing reflective practice, effecting positive changes in the school
environment and on educational practices in general, and specifically for
improving student outcomes (Mills, 2003).
According to Burns, in the educational context, action research
addresses questions of real practical and theoretical interest to many
educational practitioners. Incoming information is reported through
workshop or short papers, they have the potential to be replicated by other
teachers working in similar situations. Furthermore, teachers are involved in
a genuine research process of data collection, analysis and interpretation,
which contrasts with intuitive reflection (Burns, 1999).
Variables
For the purpose of answering the research question aimed at
determining whether learner autonomy increases as a result of using
portfolios, the following operational definitions were used.
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Portfolio. The portfolio is the collection of assignments or
worksheets kept by the student that show the evidence of understanding the
process that involves autonomous learning. This process involves the act of
evaluating learning outcomes, diagnosing learning needs, formulating
learning goals, identifying human and material resources for learning and
choosing and implementing appropriate learning strategies

Autonomy. Malcolm Knowles (1975) identified autonomy as a
process in which individuals take the initiative, with or without the help of
others, in diagnosing their learning needs, formulating learning goals,
identifying human and material resources for learning, choosing and
implementing appropriate learning strategies, and evaluating learning
outcomes. Each autonomous characteristic was defined as the following:


Diagnosing learning needs: the act of indentifying and comparing
existing knowledge with the required objectives.



Formulating learning goals: the translation of learning needs into
clear, feasible learning objectives.



Identifying human and material resources for learning: the
recognition of available resources that might help to accomplish the
learning objectives.
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Choosing and implementing appropriate learning strategies: the use
of the resource that will facilitate the accomplishment of the learning
objectives.



Evaluating learning outcomes: the act of placing a value on learning
outcomes (Ramnaraya & Hande, 2005) .

Participants
The population of this study is the second grade class of a bilingual
primary school from a medium to high socioeconomic level in Guayaquil,
Ecuador.
Sample
Nineteen students, six girls and thirteen boys whose ages range from
7 to 8 were the group selected for this study. The type of sample is non
probabilistic since the samples are gathered in a process that does not give all
the individuals in the population equal chances of being selected.

The reason for selecting this group also became apparent because the
researcher is the teacher of this group. This is a non probabilistic technique
used when selecting the sample of this study. According to Castillo (2009)
convenience samples are accessible to the researcher. Subjects are chosen
simply because they are easy to recruit. This technique is also considered
easiest, cheapest and least time consuming. Additionally, he suggests that
this type of sampling can be used when the researcher aims to do
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a qualitative, pilot or exploratory study. It can also be used when
randomization is impossible like when the population is almost limitless.
Castillo also says that it can be used when the research does not aim to
generate results that will be used to create generalizations pertaining to the
entire population. Finally, he believes that is also useful when the researcher
has limited budget, time and workforce.

Temporal Dimensions
This action research involves a longitudinal study since data were
collected and analyzed in three instances with the same group. Those
instances were on July 2nd, September 16th and October 7th.

Quantitative

and

Qualitative

Data

Collecting

Instrument

and

Procedures
With the purpose of answering the two specific research questions,
two instruments were created: an Autonomy Analytical Rubric and
Observation Field Notes Form. The Autonomy Analytical Rubric is used as a
quantitative instrument that will measure the level of learner autonomy as a
result of seven week of portfolio intervention and the observation field notes
is used as a qualitative instrument that will report what factors of the
portfolio process contribute to the increase or decrease of student‘s level of
autonomy.
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Autonomy Analytical Rubric. Using the autonomy characteristics
from Knowles, a rubric was designed to collect and analyze data from
observations of the students‘ portfolios. The teacher used this rubric to
collect data during the seven weeks of portfolio intervention. To determined
the impact of the portfolio on learner autonomy, student‘s individual progress
and overall class data was analyzed in three specific instances. First data was
collected and analyzed at the end of the first week of portfolio intervention
(July 22nd), the second data was collected and analyzed at the end of the
fourth week of portfolio intervention (September 16 th) and the final data was
collected and analyzed at the seventh week of the portfolio intervention
(October 7th). (Appendix K)
Before initiating the portfolio process and before analyzing the first
observation results, the autonomy rubric was piloted for concept clarification
with six students before passing it out to the target group.
Each autonomy characteristic or subcategory presented in the
autonomy rubric was one of the aspects that Malcolm Knowles determined
that a student should have in order to be considered as an autonomous
learner. Each of these characteristics helped address the research question
about the increase of autonomy in the three instances of this study.
For each autonomy characteristic or sub-category, scores from 0 to 5
were assigned to each criteria of the rubric mentioned, and they were rated
depending on how much each autonomy category was elaborated. Each
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autonomy sub-category was rated on a scale of ―cannot do the assigned task
autonomously (0)‖, ―can do very little of the assigned task autonomously
(1)‖, ―can do some of the assigned task autonomously (2)‖, ―can do most of
the assigned task autonomously (3)‖, ―can do the assigned task autonomously
(4)‖, and ―can do the assigned and other tasks autonomously (5)‖. (Appendix
L)
These levels of autonomy were applied to the following
subcategories: diagnosing learning needs and identifying human and material
resources for learning. For the sub-categories of formulating learning goals
and choosing and implementing learning strategy, only two levels (level 0
and level 4) were assigned.
Table 1: Autonomy Analytical Rubric
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AUTONOMY
CATEGORIES

Can not do the
assigned task
autonomously

Can do very
little of the
assigned task
autonomously.

Can do some
of the assigned
task
autonomously.

Can do most of
the assigned
task
autonomously.

Can do the
assigned task
autonomously.
( EXPECTED
LEVEL)

Can do the
assigned and
other tasks
autonomously.
(OUTSTANDIN
G LEVEL)

1
a) Student
uses the ―self
assessment of
the task‖
sheet and
shows one to
four colored
speech
bubbles to
indicate what
he or she can
really do.
Show
evidences

2
a) Student
uses the ―self
assessment of
the task‖
sheet and
shows five to
eight colored
speech
bubbles to
indicate what
he or she can
really do.
Show
evidences

3
a) Student
uses the ―self
assessment of
the task‖ sheet
and shows nine
to twelve
colored speech
bubbles to
indicate what
he or she can
really do.
Show
evidences.

4
a) Student
uses the ―self
assessment of
the task‖
sheet and
shows
thirteen
coloured
speech
bubbles to
indicate what
he or she can
really do.
Show
evidences.

5

b) Student
uses the ―self
assessment of
the task‖
sheet and
points to less
than half of
the total
uncolored
speech
bubbles to
indicate
which skills
need to be
learnt for
completing
the written
tasks.

b) Student
uses the ―self
assessment of
the task‖
sheet and
points to half
from the
total
uncolored
speech
bubbles to
indicate
which skills
need to be
learnt for
completing
the written
tasks.

b) Student uses
the ―self
assessment of
the task‖ sheet
and points
more than
half of the
total
uncolored
speech
bubbles to
indicate which
skills need to
be learnt for
completing the
written tasks.

b) Student
uses the ―self
assessment of
the task‖
sheet and
points all the
uncolored
speech
bubbles to
indicate
which skills
need to be
learnt for
completing
the written
tasks.

b) Student uses
the ―self
assessment of
the task‖ sheet
and points to
all the
uncolored
speech
bubbles
including the
additional
ones (¨I can
also…¨ speech
bubbles) to
indicate which
skills need to
be learnt for
completing the
written tasks.

0
Evaluating
Learning

a) Evaluate
learning
using the
evidences

Diagnosing
learning
needs

b) Identify
what I need
to learn.

Formulating
learning
goals

c) What I
want to
learn

a) Student
does not use
the ―self
assessment
of the task‖
sheet or
show
colored
speech
bubbles
(skills) that
do not
indicate
what she or
he can really
do. Student
does not
show
evidences
b) Student
does not use
the ―self
assessment
of the task‖
sheet or
point to the
speech
bubbles
(skills) that
do not need
to learn for
completing
the written
tasks.

c) Student
does not use
the ―selfassessment
of the task‖
sheet or
circle a
speech
bubble that
does not
really want
to learn.

c) Student
uses the ―selfassessment of
the task‖
sheet and
circles at
least one
speech
bubble that
show what he
or she really
wants to

a) Student uses
the ―self
assessment of
the task‖ sheet
and shows
more than
thirteen
coloured
speech
bubbles to
indicate what
he or she can
really do.
Show
evidences.
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learn.
Identifying
human or
Material
resources
for
learning.
d) Identify
how I can
learn

Choosing
and
implementi
ng a
learning
strategy:
e) Choose
the resource
that will
facilitate
learning.

d) Student
does not use
―My
Resources
For
Learning‖
sheet or does
not point to
all the
resources
available for
learning.

d) Student
uses ―My
Resources
For
Learning‖
sheet and
points one or
two resources
available for
learning

d) Student
uses ―My
Resources For
Learning‖
sheet and
points three
or four
resources
available for
learning.

d) Student uses
―My Resources
For Learning‖
sheet and
points five or
six resources
available for
learning.

e) Student
does not use
―My
resources for
leaning‖
sheet or
circle the
resource
that will not
use to
achieve the
goal.

d) Student
uses ―My
Resources For
Learning‖
sheet and
points seven
resources
available for
learning.

d) Student uses
―My Resources
For Learning‖
sheet and
points more
than seven
resources for
learning.

e) Student
uses ―My
resources for
leaning‖ sheet
and circle the
resource that
will
implement to
achieve of the
goal.

An example of how the evaluating learning sub-category was graded
has also been provided.
Example:
Score: 0 / 5- Cannot do the assigned task autonomously.


―Student 16 does not use the ―self assessment of the task‖
sheet or show colored speech bubbles (skills) that do not
indicate what she or he can really do. Student does not show
evidences‖.
(1st data collection – July 22nd )

Score: 1/5 - Can do very little of the assigned task autonomously.
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―Student 8 uses the ―self assessment of the task‖ sheet and
shows one colored speech bubbles to indicate what he or she
can really do. Show evidences‖.
(1st data collection – July 22nd )

Score: 2/ 5 - Can do some of the assigned task autonomously.


―Student 2 uses the ―self assessment of the task‖ sheet and
shows eight colored speech bubbles to indicate what he or she
can really do. Show evidences‖.
(2nd data collection– September 16th )

Score: 3/5 - Can do most of the assigned task autonomously.


―Student 9 uses the ―self assessment of the task‖ sheet and
shows eleven colored speech bubbles to indicate what he or
she can really do. Show evidences‖.
(2nd data collection– September 16th )

Score: 4/5 - Can do the assigned task autonomously.(Expected
Level)


―Student 1 uses the ―self assessment of the task‖ sheet and
shows thirteen coloured speech bubbles to indicate what he or
she can really do. Show evidence.
(3rd data collection– October 7th )
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Score: 5/5 - Can do the assigned and other tasks
autonomously. (OUTSTANDING LEVEL)



―Student 15 uses the ―self assessment of the task‖ sheet and
shows more than thirteen coloured speech bubbles to indicate
what he or she can really do. Show evidences.‖

|

(3rd data collection– October 7th )
Observation Field Notes. Observations were collected while

students were working with the portfolio during the ―Portfolio in use‖ time
and the ―Teacher Led Conference‖ time. Observations aimed to determine
what factors of the portfolio process did contribute to the increase or decrease
of students‘ level of autonomy. Those observation results were presented for
each autonomy category during the seven weeks of Portfolio Intervention.
The Observation field notes form was the instruments selected to collect this
qualitative data. Therefore, the observation field notes form was designed to
indicate the major problems students encountered while working with the
portfolio and also reported several factors that facilitate their autonomous
learning. Those problems are written down in the boxes of the form
according to the autonomy category. A score from 0 to 5 was also included
so that the teacher could easily see the level of improvement of each student.
Happy faces were also written down and helped the teacher easily visualized
which student already mastered a particular autonomy category. (Appendix
M)
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An example of a student Observation field notes form is provided:
Table 2.
Observation field notes form- Student 2/ Week 4.
Evaluating
Learning

Diagnosing
Learning
Needs:
What I need
to learn

He
coloured
four things
he can do

He pointed
half the
total
uncolored
speech
bubbles

Formulating
Learning
Goals

Identifying
Human and
Material
Resources
for Learning

Choosing and
Implementing
A Learning
Strategy

Week 4
July 20

=)

Point to 1
resource

Circle
resource
randomly

July 21
--------July 22

2/5
He
coulored 5
things he
can do

--------

-------

3/5

5/5

Forgot to
point the
one that
was circle

=)

-----1/5
He pointed
two
resources

-----4/5
=)

Reliability.
In order to determine the validity and reliability of the instrument of
this study, teacher carried out the following steps before initiating the
intervention.
To determine rating accuracy and for concepts clarification, teacher
asked second rater (a second grade language teacher) to examine her marks
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from four different portfolio samples. The samples selected were two with
the highest scores and two with the lowest scores. This re-rating process was
done two more times until the instrument was clear and rating was consistent.
To strengthen the reliability of this study, the instrument was also
tested with four students, each of them using a different sample of portfolio.
After one week, four students were asked to re-test the portfolio sample they
were given a week ago. The sample re-marked and its comparison with the
original score determined whether the instrument was acceptable or
consistent. Finally slight adjustments were made in the instruments before
initiating with the portfolio intervention.
Ethical Considerations.
According to Burns (1999) the key principles of ethical conduct when
conducting action research are: Responsibility,

Confidentiality and

Negotiation. Responsibility indicates being integral for example the
objectives and purpose of the research should be explained to the
participants. Confidentiality refers to keep the names of the participants
confidential. Negotiation refers to the right of the participant to withdraw
from the study as well as determine the accessibility of the data collected.
Permission was granted by the principal before the study began.
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Results
Quantitative and qualitative data were collected and analyzed to
determine whether the level of autonomy had increased or decreased in the
classroom and also to determine which factors of the portfolio process
contribute to the increase or decrease of students‘ level of autonomy.
Quantitative Results
To determine whether the level of autonomy had increased or
decreased in the classroom means were determined for the total autonomy
and for the autonomy subs-categories at the three instances of this study.
Comparative results as means for the total autonomy and its subcategories are showed in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Autonomy comparisons in the three instances.
Figure 1 shows that the total autonomy improvement was 123 %. This
result can be seen when comparing the total autonomy means between first
5

LEVELS

4

( N = 19)

3
2

AUTONOMY

1st instance

1

2nd instance

0

3rd instance
a)EVALUATION b)DIAGNOSING c)FORMULATING d)IDENTIFYNG
e)CHOOSING
OF LEARNING
LEARNING
LEARNING
HUMAN OR
AND
NEEDS
GOALS
MATERIAL
IMPLEMENTING
RESOURCES
LEARNING
STRATEGY

TOTAL
AUTONOMY

AUTONOMY SUB-CATEGORIES
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and third instance.
Figure 1 also indicates level of improvement for total autonomy
between first and second instance was 100% while between second and third
instance was 11%. These results indicate that the total greatest improvement
took place from weeks 1 to 4 of the intervention (between first and second
instances) rather than from weeks 5 to 7 (between second and third instance).
Figure1 indicates that for the total autonomy scale at the beginning of
the portfolio students were at the autonomy level 1 (1.55/ 5). According to
the autonomy rubric, this level indicates that students can do very little of the
assigned task autonomously. Later on, in the second instance, the total
autonomy scale indicates students were at the autonomy level 3 (3.07 / 5).
According to the autonomy rubric, students at level 3 can do most of the
assigned task autonomously. Finally, by the third instance, in the total
autonomy scale students attained level 3 (3.43/5), which indicates that by the
end of the portfolio intervention students could do most of the assigned task
autonomously. This level of improvement indicates that in general
participants improved more than twice from the initial autonomy level.
As for the autonomy sub-categories, figure 1 shows that the total
increase for the evaluation of learning subscale was 615%, for diagnosing
learning needs was 77%, for formulating learning goals was 80%, for
identifying human and material resources for learning was 76% and for
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choosing and implementing learning strategy is 138%. In summary it can be
said that all subcategories increased, and more specifically the evaluation of
learning sub-scale (615%) and the choosing and implementing learning
strategy sub-scale (138 %) increased the most, and the smallest increase was
for the sub-category of identifying human and material resources for learning
(76%).
Figure 1 also indicates that the autonomy category with the greatest
increase between the first and the second instance was for evaluation of
learning (525%) and the category with the lowest increase was for
identifying human and material resources (52%). Furthermore, the greatest
increase between the second and the third instance was for choosing and
implement human and material resources sub-category (19%) and the lowest
increase was for diagnosing learning needs sub-category (2%).
Figure 1 also shows the students‘ autonomy level reached in the first
and third intervention. For the evaluation of learning category, Figure 1
indicates that at the beginning of the intervention students were found in
level 0 (0.47 /5) which according to the autonomy rubric indicates that
students could not do the assigned task autonomously, while at the end of
portfolio intervention students were found in level 3 (3.36/5) which indicates
that they could do most of the assigned task autonomously.
For the diagnosing learning needs category,Figure 1 indicates that at
the beginning of the portfolio intervention, students were found in level 1
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(1.57/5). According to the autonomy rubric this indicates that they could do
very little of the assigned task autonomously. On the other hand, at the end of
the intervention, students were found in level 2 (2.78/ 5) which according to
the autonomy rubric this indicates that student could do some of the assigned
task autonomously.
For formulating learning goals category, Figure 1 indicates that at the
beginning of the portfolio intervention, students were found in level 2
(2.10/4). According to the autonomy rubric this indicates that they could do
some of the assigned task autonomously. On the other hand, at the end of the
intervention, students were found in level 3 (3.78/ 4) which the autonomy
rubric indicates that students could do most of the assigned task
autonomously.
For identifying human and material resources for learning category,
Figure 1 indicates that at the beginning of the portfolio intervention, students
were found in level 1(1.94/5). According to the autonomy rubric this
indicates that they could do very little of the assigned task autonomously. On
the other hand, at the end of the intervention, students were found in level 3
(3.42/ 5) which the autonomy rubric indicates that students could do most of
the assigned task autonomously.
For choosing and implementing a learning strategy category, Figure 1
indicates that at the beginning of the portfolio intervention, students were
found in level 1(1.68/4). According to the autonomy rubric this indicates that
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they could do very little of the assigned task autonomously. On the other
hand, at the end of the intervention, students were found in level 3 (3.78/ 4)
which according to the autonomy rubric indicates that student could do most
of the assigned task autonomously.
In conclusion, it can be said that at the end of the portfolio
intervention the categories that approached the most to the expected level
(level 4) were formulating learning goals (3.78 / 4) and choosing and
implementing a learning strategy (3.78/ 4), followed by identifying human
and material resources for learning (3.42/4) and evaluation of learning
outcomes (3.36/4). Therefore it can be concluded that at the end of the
portfolio intervention, these four categories ended up at the autonomy level 3
which according to the autonomy rubric this indicate that students could do
most of their task autonomously. On the other hand, at the end of the
intervention the category that distanced the most from the expected level was
the diagnosing learning needs category (2.78/4). According to the autonomy
rubric, this level 2 indicates that students at the end of the intervention could
do some of the assigned task autonomously.
The following figures (2, 3, 4, 5 and 6) show the number of students
placed in each level from each autonomy category in the three instances. The
total number of students for the lowest and greatest levels are also compared
and analyzed from each autonomy category in the three instances of this
study.
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The following figure shows the number of students placed in each
autonomy level from the evaluation of learning sub-category in each
instance. The total amount of students for the lowest and greatest levels are
also compared and analyzed from this category in the three instances.
Figure 2. Subcategory: Evaluation of Learning – Autonomy

Number of Students

Levels Comparisons
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4
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Level 0 Level 1
it.
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3
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0

0

0
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Can do Can do
it.
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Level 4 than that.
Level 5

1st Instance
2nd Instance
3rd Instance

Subcategory: Evaluation of Learning – Autonomy Levels
Comparisons
The graphic results indicate that at the beginning of the intervention
all nineteen students either could not evaluate their learning outcomes or do it
very inadequately.
On the other hand, by the second instance (week 4), seven of the
nineteen students could successfully evaluate their learning or go beyond
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teacher expectations for this category. At the same time, only three students
stayed on the level of not being able to place a value on learning outcomes or
doing it very inadequately. This indicates that the intervention was successful
in helping students evaluate their learning, in a very short time period.
Further, by the third instance (week 7), two students had not
progressed beyond their original level, while nine had met expectations or
gone beyond them.
An example of a student that shows successful progress through the
seven weeks of portfolio intervention and also exceeded teacher expectations
for this category is provided:
Level 1/5 – Can do very little of the assigned task autonomously.
Student # 3 uses the ―self assessment of the task‖ sheets and
shows one to four colored speech bubbles to indicate what he or she
can really do. Learning evidences are also provided.
(1st data collection – July 22nd )
Level 4/5 – Can do the assigned task autonomously
Student # 3 uses the ―self assessment of the task‖ sheets and
shows thirteen colored speech bubbles to indicate what he or she can
really do. Learning evidences are also provided.
(2nd data collection– September 16th )
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Level 5/5 – Can do the assigned task and others autonomously.
Student # 3 uses the ―Student uses the ―self assessment of the
task‖ sheets and shows more than thirteen colored speech bubbles to
indicate what he or she can really do. Learning evidences are also
provided.
(3rd data collection– October 7th )
An example of a student with a small increase between instances who
did not reach the expected level for this category is also provided:
Level 0/5 – Cannot do the assigned task autonomously.
Student # 7 does not use the ―self assessment of the task‖
sheets or show colored speech bubbles (skills) that do not indicate
what she or he can really do. Student does not provide learning
evidences.
(1st data collection – July 22nd)
Level 1/5 – Can do very little of the assigned task autonomously.
―Student # 7 uses the ―self assessment of the task‖ sheets and
shows one to four colored speech bubbles to indicate what he or she
can really do. Learning evidences are also provided.‖
(2nd data collection – September 16th)
Level 2/5 – Can do some of the assigned task autonomously.
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―Student # 7 uses the ―self assessment of the task‖ sheets and
shows five to eight colored speech bubbles to indicate what he or she
can really do. Learning evidences are also provided.‖
(3rd data collection – October 7th )
In conclusion, it can be said that this was the autonomy category that
nobody could manage at the first data collection and then it became the
category that nine students met or exceeded the expected level at the end of
the intervention. Therefore, it can be said that through the frequent use of
these two sections: the two ―self-assessment of the task‖ sheets in which they
had to color the thirteen speech bubbles to indicate what they can really do
and through the repeated use of the task evidence sheets in which they had to
complete and showcase their writing tasks, made these portfolio sections
successful tools in helping almost half of the students to successfully
evaluate their learning outcomes and for others to increase this ability of
evaluating learning, an integral element for students to demonstrate
autonomous learning behavior. However, results also indicate that seven
weeks of portfolio intervention did not make significant changes in the
autonomous learning behavior of two other students.
The following figure shows the number of students placed in each
autonomy level from diagnosing learning needs sub-category in each
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instance. The total amount of students from the lowest and greatest levels are
compared and analyzed in the three instances of this category.
Figure 3. Subcategory: Diagnosing learning needs - Autonomy
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The graphic results indicate that at the beginning of the intervention
only one student could identify his/her learning needs while nine from a total
group of nineteen could not identify what they needed to learn or do it very
inadequately.
Then, at the second instance (week 4), five of nineteen students could
identify their learning needs while only four students still could not identify
what they needed to learn or do it very inadequately. This indicates that at the
second instance students improved this skill over a short period of time.
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Finally, in the third instance (week 7), figure 3 shows that eight of
nineteen students could identify what they needed to learn, while six students
could not identify their learning needs or did it very inadequately. These
results indicate that while some students kept increasing in the ability of
diagnosing their learning needs, others decrease or remained in the level of
not being able to identify what they needed to learn.
An example of a student with small progress between instances but
successful achievement of this category is provided:
Level 2/5 – Can do some the assigned task and autonomously.
Student # 10 uses the ―self assessment of the task‖ sheets and points
to half from the total uncolored speech bubbles to indicate which skills need
to be learnt for completing the written.
(1st data collection – July 22nd)
Level 3/5 – Can do most of the assigned task autonomously.
Student # 10 uses the ―self assessment of the task‖ sheets and
points to more than half of the total uncolored speech bubbles to
indicate which skills need to be learnt for completing the written
tasks.
(2nd data collection – September 16th)
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Level 4/5 – Can do the assigned task and others autonomously.
Student # 10 uses the ―self assessment of the task‖ sheets and
points to all the uncolored speech bubbles including the additional
ones (―I can also…‖ speech bubbles) to indicate which skills need to
be learnt for completing the written tasks.
(3rd data collection – October 7th )
An example of a student with a dramatic decrease in the third
instance of this category is also provided:
Level 1/5 – Can do very little of the assigned task autonomously..
Student # 14 uses the ―self assessment of the task‖ sheets and
shows one to four colored speech bubbles to indicate what he or she
can really do. Learning evidence is also provided.
(1st data collection – July 22nd )
Level 5/5 – Can do the assigned task and others autonomously.
Student # 14 uses the ―self assessment of the task‖ sheets and
points to all the uncolored speech bubbles including the additional
ones (‗I can also…‘ speech bubbles) to indicate which skills need to
be learnt for completing the written tasks.
(2nd data collection – September 16th )
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Level 1/5 – Can do the assigned task very little autonomously.
Student # 14 uses the ―self assessment of the task‖ sheets and
shows one to four colored speech bubbles to indicate what he or she
can really do. Learning evidences are also provided.
(3rd data collection – October 7th )
In conclusion, it can be seen that this was one of the autonomy
categories with the smallest number of students (only one student) that could
master the skill at the first data collection but then, at the end of the
intervention eight students could meet or exceed the expected level.
Therefore, it can be said that through the frequent use of the two ―self
assessment of the task‖ sheets in which students were asked to point all the
uncolored speech bubbles to indicate which things were needed to learn,
made this portfolio section a useful tool in helping some students to increase
in the ability of diagnosing learning needs and for eight students to
successfully manage it, another integral element for students to demonstrate
autonomous learning behavior. However, results indicate there were also six
students that did not show significant progress between in this category
through seven weeks of portfolio intervention.
The following figure shows the number of students placed in each
autonomy level from the formulating learning goals sub-category in each
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instance. The total number of students from the lowest and greatest levels are
compared and analyzed in the three instances of this category.
Figure 4. Subcategory: Formulating learning goals - Autonomy
levels comparisons
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This graphic indicates that at the beginning of the intervention nine of
the student could not formulate learning goals while, on the other hand, from
a total group of nineteen students ten were already able to formulate learning
goals.
By the second instance (week 4), two students could not still
formulate their learning goals, while on the other hand, seventeen students
successfully could identify the skills that they wanted to learn. This indicates
that the portfolio intervention at this instance was useful in helping more
students formulate learning goals in a short time period.
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Finally, by the third instance (week 7), only one student could not still
formulate their learning goals while on the other hand, from a total group
nineteen students, eighteen were able to formulate learning goals.
An example of a student that mastered this skill at the first instance,
but the in previous categories shows lack of improvement is also provided:
Level 4/4 – Can do the assigned task autonomously.
Student # 14 uses the ―self-assessment of the task‖ sheets and
circles at least one speech bubble that shows what he or she really
wants to learn.
(1st data collection – July 22nd )
Level 4/4 – Can do the assigned task autonomously.
Student # 14 uses the ―self-assessment of the task‖ sheets and
circles at least one speech bubble that shows what he or she really
wants to learn..
(2nd data collection – September 16th )
Level 4/4 – Can do the assigned task autonomously.
Student # 14 uses the ―self-assessment of the task‖ sheets and
circles at least one speech bubble that shows what he or she really
wants to learn..
(3rd data collection – October 7th)
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An example of a student that met the expected level but did not
succeed in the previous categories is provided:
Level 0/4 – Cannot do the assigned task autonomously.
Student # 5 does not use the ―self-assessment of the task‖
sheets or circle a speech bubble that does not really want to learn.
(1st data collection – July 22nd )
Level 4/4 – Can do the assigned task autonomously.
Student # 5 uses the ―self-assessment of the task‖ sheets and
circles at least one speech bubble that shows what he or she really
wants to learn.
(2nd data collection – September 16th )
Level 4/4 – Can do the assigned task autonomously.
Student # 5 uses the ―self-assessment of the task‖ sheets and
circles at least one speech bubble that shows what he or she really
wants to learn.
(3rd data collection – October 7th )
An example of a student that did not progress at all in this category during
the seven weeks of intervention is also provided:
Level 0/4 – Cannot do the assigned task autonomously.
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Student # 16 does not use the ―self-assessment of the task‖
sheets or circle a speech bubble that he or she does not really want to
learn.
(Identical answers for 1st, 2nd and 3rd data collection.”)
In conclusion, it can be said that this was the autonomy category with
the greatest number of students who showed mastery at the first data
collection and it also became one of the categories that almost all the students
reached the expected level (level 4). Therefore, it can also be said that
frequent use of the two ―self assessment of the task‖ sheets, that asked
students to circle at least one speech bubble that showed what they wanted to
learn, was a successful portfolio strategy in helping almost all the students to
demonstrate the ability to formulate learning goals, another integral element
for students to demonstrate autonomous learning behavior. However, results
also indicate that seven weeks of portfolio intervention did not make
significant progress in the autonomous learning behavior of one student.
The following figure shows the number of students placed in each
autonomy level from the identifying human and material resources for
learning sub-category in each instance. The total amount of students from the
lowest and greatest levels are compared and analyzed in the three instances
of this category.
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Figure 5. Subcategory: Identifying Human or Material
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As it can be seen, at the beginning of the intervention nine from a
total group of nineteen students could not identify human and material
available resources for learning, or did it in a very inadequate level, while
eight students could identify all or most of the available human and material
resources for learning at the first instance.
Later on, by the second instance (week 4), three students stayed in the
lower levels which indicate that they still could not identify human and
material available resources for learning, or did it in an inadequate level. On
the other hand, five students improved this skill and consequently thirteen
students could identify all or most of the human and material resources for
learning at this instance of the intervention.
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Finally, by the third instance (week 7), only one student remain in the
level of not being able to identify human and material available resources for
learning, while seventeen of nineteen students were able to identify all or
most of the human and material resources for learning at this last week of
intervention.
Figure 5 also shows that through seven weeks of intervention, nobody
could go beyond the expect level of this category.
An example of a student with that successfully achieved the expected
level of this category is provided:
Level 2/5 – Can do some of the assigned task autonomously.
Student # 14 uses ―My Resources for Learning‖ sheet and
points to three or four resources available for learning.
(1st data collection – July 22nd )
Level 2/5 – Can do some of the assigned task autonomously.
Student # 14 Student uses ―My Resources for Learning‖ sheet
and points three or four resources available for learning.
(2nd data collection – September 16th )
Level 4/5 – Can do the assigned task autonomously.
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Student # 14 uses ―My Resources for Learning‖ sheet and
points to seven resources available for learning.
(3rd data collection – October 7th )
An example of a student that remained in the same level or did not
increase in this category during the seven week of portfolio intervention is
also provided:
Level 3/5 – Can do most of the assigned task autonomously.
Student #19 uses ―My Resources for Learning‖ sheet and
points to five or six resources available for learning.
(Same results for 1st, 2nd and 3rd instances.)
In conclusion, figure 5 shows that this is the category with one of the
greatest number of students who mostly or totally managed since the first
data collection and then, at the end of the intervention twelve students
reached the expected level. Therefore, it can be said that through the repeated
use of the ―My resources for learning‖ sheet, that asked students to point to
the available resources for learning, was a useful portfolio strategy to help
some students to improve this skill and for more than half of the students to
successfully identify human and material resources for learning, an integral
element for students to demonstrate autonomous learning behavior. However,
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results also indicate that seven weeks of portfolio intervention did not make
significant changes in the autonomous learning behavior of one student.
The following figure shows the number of students placed in each
autonomy level from the Evaluation of learning sub-category in each
instance. The total amount of students from the lowest and greatest levels are
compared and analyzed in the three instances of this category.
Figure 6. Subcategory: Choosing and Implementing a Learning
Strategy- Autonomy levels comparisons.
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As it can be seen in this figure, in the first week of the intervention
from a total group of nineteen students, eleven were not able to choose and
implement a learning strategy, while eight already mastered the ability of
choosing and implementing a strategy for learning.
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Later on, by the fourth week, four of nineteen students stayed in the
lowest level which indicates that they were still not able to choose and
implement strategies for learning. On the other hand, fifteen students could
choose and implement a learning strategy.
Finally, at the seventh week of intervention, only one student was still
not able to choose and implement a learning strategy, while eighteen could
successfully choose and implement a strategy for learning.
An example of student progress in the three instances of this category
is provided:
Level 0/5 – Cannot do the assigned task autonomously.
―Student #1 does not use ―My resources for leaning‖ sheet or
circle the resource that will not use to achieve the goal.‖
(1st data collection – July 22nd)
Level 4/4 – Can do the assigned task autonomously.
―Student #1 uses ―My resources for leaning‖ sheet and circle
the resource that will use to achieve of the goal.‖
(2nd data collection – September 16th)
Level 4/4 – Can do the assigned task autonomously.
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―Student #1 uses ―My resources for leaning‖ sheet and circle
the resource that will use to achieve of the goal.‖
(3rd data collection – October 7th)
An example of a student that did not progress in the three instances of
this category is provided:
Level 0/5 – Cannot do the assigned task autonomously.
Student #16 does not use ―My resources for leaning‖ sheet or
circle the resource that will not use to achieve the goal.
(Results obtained in the three data collection instances)

In conclusion, figure 6 shows another category with a large number of
students who already showed mastery of the skill at the first data collection
and at the end of this intervention eighteen students reached the expected
level. Therefore, it can also be said that the frequent use of ―My resources for
learning‖ sheet which asked students to circle the resource they will use to
achieve their new goal was a useful portfolio strategy in helping almost all of
the students to choose and implement a learning strategy, another integral
element for students to demonstrate autonomous learning behavior. However,
results also indicate that seven weeks of portfolio intervention did not make
significant progress in the autonomous learning behavior of one student.
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Qualitative Results- Observation Field Notes Results
Results from the observation field notes determined the possible
causes of the great or low increase in each autonomy category.
Evaluation of learning- Observation field notes. At the beginning of
the intervention nobody was able to use the ―self-assessment of the task‖
sheet and show the thirteen colored speech bubbles that indicate what they
could really do. Based on the observation field notes here are the following
main causes of this issue:


Some students were not used to deal with many worksheets at the
same time. In order to demonstrate that they could evaluate learning,
they had to work with ―understanding my performance task‖ sheet ,
the written tasks sheets and the ―self assessment of the task‖ sheet
simultaneously. Working with too many sheets at the same time made
this process confusing for the students in the first weeks.



Students also got confused about which portfolio activity they should
be working with. They did not know which worksheet to start with
since the ―My learning evidences‖ sheets were at the end of the folder
(portfolio) and the ―Self assessment of the tasks sheets‖ were at the
beginning of the portfolio. Based on this observation teacher decided
to list on the board the appropriate order they had to follow in order to
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behave autonomously in this category. Therefore, the portfolio
working organization was set like this :

o First , they had to use ―understanding the performance task‖
and ―written task‖ sheets that were found in the ―My learning
evidences‖ (worksheet 7)
o Second, they had to use ― self-assessment of the task‖ sheets
(worksheet 4 or 5)
o Third, they had to use ―My resources for learning‖ sheets
(worksheet 6)
o Fourth, once again they had to use the ― understanding the
performance task‖ and ―written task‖ sheets that were found
in the ―My learning evidences‖ (worksheet 7)
Students were also told that the ―Portfolio self-assessment chart‖
sheets (worksheet 1 or 2) and the ―Portfolio assessment questions guide‖
(worksheet 3) could be used at any time of the process. Teacher
suggested students to read those sheets before starting with ―My learning
evidences‖ section (worksheet 7).


Another problem regarding with this category at the beginning of the
intervention was that they colored the speech bubble of the things that
they were not able to do.
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Some students circled instead of colored the speech bubbles to
indicate what they can do.



Some students showed the task evidence but forgot to colour the
speech bubble to show what they could do.

The teacher observed that three mainly occurred because they did not
carefully read the instructions in order to perform the assigned task
autonomously or did not use the portfolio self-assessment chart in order to
see the behavior expected for this autonomy category. Therefore during the
portfolio overall recommendations time the teacher also provided examples
of some students‘ portfolios that showed the successful achievement of this
category so that student could correct their mistakes. Students were also
reminded to use the portfolio self assessment chart worksheet so that they
could understand the expected learning behavior.
By the second instance of portfolio intervention, it could be seen that
seven out of nineteen students were able to use ―the self assessment of the
task‖ sheets and show the thirteen or more colored speech bubbles that
indicated what they could really do. However, there were still three students
who were not able to evaluate their learning. Observation field notes on week
2, 3 and 4 reported the following main causes of this issue at this time of the
intervention.
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Student # 7 still forgot to colour the speech bubble to indicate what
they could do. This indicates that they were possibly not following
the work order proposed by the teacher in the first week.



Students # 14 forgot to colour the speech bubbles. She pointed
instead of colour or she coloured only one speech bubble to indicate
what she can so.



Student # 16 was working the writing task most of the time and forgot
about working with the other sheets

Finally, by the third instance of the intervention, it could be seen that nine
students could do the assigned task autonomously or do other tasks
autonomously. However there were two students that still were not able to
evaluate their learning mainly because of the following reasons.


Student # 14 could not remember where she left the evidences of
her learning outcomes.



Student #16 could not remember where he left his portfolio.
Consequently he could not show evidence of doing the assigned
task autonomously. Teacher provided this student with another
portfolio so that he could start doing the tasks again but he refused
to repeat things that he had already done.

Diagnosing learning needs- Observation field notes. At the beginning
of the intervention, one student was able to use the ―self assessment of the
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task‖ sheet and points all the uncolored speech bubbles to indicate which
skills need to be learnt for completing the written tasks. On the other hand
nine students were not able to do the assigned task autonomously.
Observation results show the main causes of this issue at the first week of the
intervention


Some students did not point to all the uncolored speech bubbles from
the self-assessment of the task sheets. They forgot to point the speech
bubbles that were also in the second self-assessment of the task.



Some students pointed to all the uncolored speech bubbles except for
the one that was circled.



Some students did not use the self-assessment of the task sheets to
indicate what they needed to learn. Instead of that they used the
written task sheet and pointed the parts that were incomplete and
needed to be learned.



Some students pointed to the colored speech bubbles. This indicates
that they still did not understand which speech bubbles indicate their
learning needs.



Some students did not understand the levels of this category from the
portfolio assessment chart. Some students had not incorporated the
concepts ―half‖, ―more than half‖ and ―less than half‖.

Then, by the second instance, it can be seen that five students could
diagnose learning needs, but there were still four students that could not
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diagnose their learning needs or do it inappropriately. Observations from
week 2, 3, and 4 reported the following main causes.


Students # 12, #13 and #19 still could not be able to point all the
uncolored speech bubbles to indicate what they needed to learn. This
happened mainly because they forgot to point their needs from the
self-assessment of the task 2.



Student # 16 pointed all the speech bubbles including the ones that
indicate what was not needed to learn.

Finally, by the third instance of the intervention, it could be seen that
eight could do the assigned task autonomously. However there were six
students that still were not able to diagnose their learning needs or do it very
inadequately. Observations from week 5, 6, and seven reported that this
mainly happened because:


Students # 12 , #13 and #14 still could not be able to point all the
uncolored speech bubbles to indicate what they needed to learn.



Student #16 frequently lost his portfolio and had nothing to share.



Students #18 and #19 rushed to perform the task and did not read
carefully what had been asked.

Formulating learning goals- Observation field notes. Despite the fact
that at the beginning of the intervention ten students could successfully
formulate their learning goals, there were also ten students that could not
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formulate what they wanted to learn mainly because of the following
reasons:


Some students did not circle any speech bubble to indicate what they
really wanted to learn.



Some students circled one speech bubble that indicated the skills that
did not really want to learn. (This was evident the moment students
showed the implementation of learning strategy for a skill that was
different from the one they circled.)



Some students circled more than one speech bubble (skill) to indicate
what skills they wanted to learn.

The teacher noticed that these issues occurred mainly because they did
not carefully read the instructions in order to demonstrate the management of
this autonomy category or did not use the portfolio self-assessment chart in
order to see the behavior expected for this autonomy category. After these
observations and during the portfolio overall recommendations time teacher
provided examples of some students portfolios that showed the successful
achievement of this category. Students were also asked to use the portfolio
self assessment chart so that they could be able to understand the learning
behavior expected.
By the second instance of portfolio intervention, it could be seen that
seventeen out of nineteen students could formulate their learning goals,
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except for two students that still could not formulate what they wanted to
learn for the following reasons:


Student # 13 did not circle a speech bubble to indicate what he/she
really wanted to learn. He said it happened because he forgot to do it.



Student # 16 circled more than one speech bubble to show what he
wanted learn and also circle the ones that he actually did not want to
learn.

By the third instance of the intervention, it could be seen that eighteen out
of nineteen students could successfully formulate their learning goals, except
for one student that still could not do the assigned task autonomously for the
following reason:


Student #16 could not remember where he left his portfolio.
Consequently he could not show the evidences of doing the
assigned task autonomously.

Identifying human and material available resources for learning –
Observation Field Notes. Despite the fact that at the beginning of the
intervention two students could successfully use the ―my resources for
learning‖ sheet and point to the seven available resources for learning, there
were also nine students that could not do the assigned task autonomously or
do it very inadequately mainly because of the following reasons:
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Some students pointed to only one picture to indicate that was the
only available resource for learning.



Some did not use the ―My resources for learning‖ sheet to point the
available resources for learning, but instead they picked up some
book or pointed to their friends indicating that they were the human
and material resources to learn.



Some students pointed to the available resources and also pointed to
the boxes that didn‘t have a resource in it.



Some students circled the resource instead of pointing to it.

Teacher noticed that these issues occurred mainly because they did not
carefully read the instruction in order to perform the assigned task
autonomously or did not use the portfolio self-assessment chart in order to
see expected behavior for this autonomy category. After these observations
and during the portfolio overall recommendations time teacher also provided
examples of some students‘ portfolios that showed the successful
achievement of this category so that other students could correct their
mistakes. Students were also asked to use the portfolio self assessment chart
so that they could understand expected learning behavior.
By the second instance of portfolio intervention, it could be seen that nine
out of nineteen students were able to use ―My resources for learning‖ sheet
and point to the seven resources available to learn except for three students
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that still were not able to identify human and material resources for learning.
Observations from week 2, 3 and 4 reported the following reasons:


Student #7, #13 and #14 still circled instead of pointing to the
available resources to learn.



Student # 16 pointed to the empty boxes, or he did not use the
resources for learning sheet or he pointed to only one available
resource.

Finally, by the third instance of the intervention, it could be seen that
eighteen out of nineteen students could use ―my resource for learning‖ sheet
and circle the resource that they used to achieve the goal, except for one
student who still could not do the assigned task autonomously. Observations
from week 5, 6 and 7 reported the following reasons:


Student #16 circled instead or pointed. He also did not use the
worksheet to show the available resources. Finally he could not
remember where he left his portfolio. Consequently he could not
show the evidences of doing the assigned task autonomously.
Teacher provided student with another portfolio so that he could
start doing the tasks again but he refused to repeat things that he
had already done.

Choosing and implementing learning strategies – Observation field
notes. Despite the fact that at the beginning of the intervention eight students
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could successfully use the ―my resources for learning‖ sheet and circle the
resource that used to achieve their goal, there were eleven other students that
could not do the assigned task autonomously mainly because of the following
reasons:


Some students pointed to the resource instead of circled the resource
that facilitated the accomplishment of his/her goal.



Some students circled more than one available resource, therefore it
could not be seen which particular resource was used to achieve the
goal.



Some students circled resources at random to demonstrate which
resource helped to achieve the goal.

Teacher noticed that these issues occurred mainly because they did not
carefully read the instruction in order to perform the assigned task
autonomously or did not use the portfolio self-assessment chart in order to
see the behavior expected for this autonomy category. After these
observations and during the portfolio overall recommendations time teacher
provided examples of some students portfolios that showed the successful
achievement of this category so that student could correct their mistakes in
this category. Students were also asked to use the portfolio self assessment
chart so that they could be able to understand the learning behavior expected.
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By the second instance of portfolio intervention, it could be seen that
fifteen out of nineteen students could do the assigned task for this category
autonomously, except for four students that still were not able to choose and
implement learning strategies for the following reasons:


Students # 4, #5 and #16 did not use the appropriate worksheet or
pointed instead of circled the resource that they used to achieve the
goal.



Student # 15 did not circle a resource to indicate what resource was
used to achieve its goal. He said he forgot.

By the third instance of the intervention, it could be seen that eighteen out
of nineteen students could use ―my resource for learning‖ sheet and circle the
resource that they used to achieve the goal, except for one student that still
could not do the assigned task autonomously. Observations from week 2, 3
and 4 showed the following main reason:


Student #16 could not remember where he left his portfolio.
Consequently he could not show the evidences of doing the
assigned task autonomously. Teacher provided student with
another portfolio so that he could start doing the tasks again but
he refused to repeat things that he had already done.
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Discussion
What was the impact of portfolio use in second graders autonomy
in an EFL classroom?
Quantitative results reported as means indicate that second graders
improved 123% in their autonomy level. These results confirm that students
became more autonomous as a result of seven weeks of portfolio use. As for
the autonomy sub-categories results indicated that there were three categories
that were successful in terms of results ,one category that succeed in terms of
progress and one category that did not succeed as much as the others .
The most successful categories in terms of results were the ones that
obtained a significant number of students at the expected level at the end of
the intervention. The categories found in this group were: 1) formulation of
goals- eighteen out of nineteen students were able to use the ―self-assessment
of the task‖ sheet and circles at least one speech bubble that show what he or
she really wants to learn.; 2)choosing and implementing learning strategies –
eighteen out of nineteen students could use ―My resources for leaning‖ sheet
and circle the resource that will implement to achieve of the goal and
3)identifying the human and material resources available for learning- twelve
out of nineteen students could s uses ―My Resources For Learning‖ sheet and
points seven resources available for learning.
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Despite the fact that evaluation of learning category did not obtain the
greatest number of students who reached the expected level, this category
became the skill that second graders improved the most. That is the most
successful category in term of progress.
Finally results showed that the less successful category in terms of
progress and results was the diagnosing learning needs since only eight
students could successfully identify what they needs to learn and there are
were also six students that did not progress at all.
Results from the observation field notes reported others factors that
influenced the development of learner autonomy. These factors allowed
teacher understand why some students could not keep increasing or reach the
expected level. Observation field notes showed that one of the main reasons
that impeded students to succeed in all the categories was the fact that they
did not carefully read the instructions of the portfolio worksheets; therefore
they performed actions that were not mentioned in the instructions for
section. This was evident for example when instead of point they circle and
they did not use the appropriate worksheet to show what they had been asked
to do. This difficulty became apparent mainly because of the learning habits
of this particular group. Most of the second graders are used to work on
worksheets that provide examples for each exercise, this particular item
usually allows students to perform their tasks without the primary necessity
to listen to teacher explanations, and it also helps them to perform a task
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without the necessity of reading its instructions. Therefore, since the
portfolio did not provide examples for all of the exercises, they decided to
see what were their classmates were doing and then copy their work. As
regard of this issue, after some teacher clarifications in the overall
recommendations portfolio time, students understood that copying other
portfolios would never help them observe their learning process, which was
the objective of this portfolio to witness student progress as autonomous
learners.
Another factor that impede the increase in all autonomy categories
was the fact that students could not remember in which worksheet they were
the last time they used the portfolio, therefore every time they had to use the
portfolio they chose the sections that they liked the most or the one that had
the easiest instructions to follow. They found themselves working on activity
that was not the target goal they previously selected to achieve. Based on this
observation the teacher decided to order the sections they had to follow in
order to reach to the expected level. The teacher also provided students with
sticky notes so that they could paste them next to instructions as reminder of
the section they worked last time they used the portfolio.
Finally, another important factor that impeded students to increase
their autonomy level was the fact the sometimes they misplaced the folder
(portfolio) or some portfolio worksheets and since they don‘t want to repeat
the process again they could not show the evidences of their achievements.
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What factors contribute to the development of the autonomy on
second graders? Thanasoulas (2000) believes that learning is not merely a
result of applying a cognitive or metacognitive strategy as it is also
influenced by an affective component. This affective component or factor
was also observed on second grade students when learning to be autonomous
through portfolio process. Some of those components were their attitude, the
integrative motivation and the instrumental motivation.
According to Tarone and Yule (1989), some attitudes and the desire
to learn are deemed to be the most crucial factors in the learner‘s ability to
overcome occasional setbacks or minor mistakes in the process of learning.
An example of this is the attitudes learners hold about their role in the
learning process. According to Wenden (1998) an attitude might impede
building learner autonomy is when students hold the misconception that
learning is successful only within the context of a traditional classroom,
where the teacher directs, instructs and manages the learning activity, and
student must follow teacher‘s footsteps. During the seven week of portfolio
process the teacher observed few negative reactions by the students the days
they did not receive all the teacher assistance they wanted, this was clearly
one of the main problem encountered before initiating with the portfolio
process. But the teacher responded to this situation by always mentioning to
the students that they do not always need the teacher as a resource for
learning, that they had other resources that could help them learn and those
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other resources were available in ―My resources for learning‖ section of the
portfolio, so that they could choose the one that they felt more comfortable
with to facilitate learning. Being aware of this crucial factor helped students
improve their levels of autonomy.
Another factor that influenced learners‘ autonomy was the student‘s
attitude of their capability as learner. Wenden (ibid: 53) also stated that if
learners believe that their personality type cannot help them learn, they might
think that they are fighting a ―losing battle‖. The teacher researcher believes
that the ―I can‖ statements in the ―self assessment of the task‖ and the ―My
evidence of learning‖ section of the portfolio helped students to take a look at
their skills and they could demonstrate to themselves and others what they
are capable of doing regardless of personality type, they all can learn
something if they put in practice the autonomy characteristics proposed in
this study.
Another affective component that helps students in becoming
autonomous is the motivation or desire to learn. According to Dorneyi (1998:
117) motivation provides the primary impetus to initiate learning and later
the driving force to sustain the long and often tedious learning process.
Dorneyi‘s distinction examples of integrative motivation and instrumental
motivation were also found at some point of the portfolio intervention. He
believes that learners with an integrative orientation want to acquaint
themselves with the target community and become integral part of it. The
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teacher believes that these two types of motivation are the reason that
students autonomy increased in the second instance more than in the third
instance. Between the first and the second instances second graders were
unexpectedly motivated to work on their first writing task and portfolio
efficiently because they were going to present their language knowledge
orally in the social fair. Students were motivated to complete the writing task
(write a farm animal riddle) and therefore the portfolio sections because they
were going to use that knowledge to interact with important people by
making them guess the riddle they had just created. Parents, children from
other schools, children from upper grades, other elementary teachers and the
principal were the special guests of this event. Additionally, farm animal
masks and fancy costumes created by them and the entire farm environment
that the student along with the teacher created for the class, gave them the
integrative motivation to complete the task.
Another motivational factor that influenced the autonomy is
instrumental motivation. According to Gardner and Macintyre (1993),
learners with instrumental motivation act as a result of a ―monetary
incentive‖. In the case of second graders, their instrumental motivation
between the first and second instance was the so called ―merits‖. Merits are
incentives that the school gives to the students for showing outstanding
performance in whatever activity teacher considers appropriate. Every twenty
merits students receive they get a diploma that is recognized and applauded
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by the rest of the students and the school authorities. After receiving a
diploma some parents usually reward their child by giving them a present or
taking them to their favorite place to spend some fun time with their friends.
The teacher believes that students had a greater increase between first and
second instances because of this instrumental motivation. Between first and
second instance student were told they would receive merits for an
outstanding performance in their social fair, while this motivational factor
was not present in the third instance. This instrumental factor lead to the
interpretation that perhaps students might not maintain such growth rate over
a longer period of time. For further studies, it will be interesting to explore
the impact of portfolio in an extended period.
All these affective components between the first and the second
instance made students persist more while working with the portfolio.
Between the second and the third instance students did not show such a great
motivation with their second writing task, probably because of the lack of
this integrative and instrumental motivation which they can also be called
external motivation.
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Limitations of the Study
A limitation for this study is the fact that the action researcher is a
participant in this process. This might affect the rating scale (Wiersma,
2000). Special care must be taken in order to avoid researcher bias and
maybe there should be other instruments to improve the reliability of the
results.
It is important to know that seven weeks for innovation may not be
enough time to see significant differences in portfolio use as usually it has
been seen in other cases. This is especially true when such strong temporal
external motivating factors come into play, indicating that the reported
growth rate may not be sustainable.
This study had a mixed group uncontrolled design which is
appropriate for exploratory studies. Nevertheless, for future studies a good
recommendation would be to have a control group design. This design
requires two groups with similar characteristics such as ages or grade level in
which one group could use the portfolio and the other could not use it, so that
the gain autonomy can be compared with or without the portfolio
intervention.
Since the selected sample is small, the portfolio impact on learners‘
autonomy cannot be generalized to other similar populations.
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Appendices
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(Cuadro de autoEvaluación del Portafolio)

You can also anticipate your portfolio grade by
drawing a circle to the things you can do using
the portfolio. (Aquí puedes también anticipar la calificación de tu

AUTONOMY
CATEGORIES

portafolio encerrando las cosas que puedes realizar utilizando el
portafolio.)

a)
Evaluatin
g
Learning.
Evaluate
learning
using the
evidences

b)
Diagnosi
ng
learning
needs.
Identify
what I
need to
learn.

c)
Formulat

Can not do the
assigned task
autonomously

Can do very little
of the assigned
task
autonomously.

Can do some
of the assigned
task
autonomously.

Can do most of
the assigned task
autonomously.

Can do the
assigned task
autonomously
.
( EXPECTED
LEVEL)

Can do the
assigned and
other tasks
autonomously.
(OUTSTANDING
LEVEL)

0
a) I do not use
the ―self
assessment of
the task‖ sheets.
- I show
colored speech
bubbles (skills)
that indicate
what I can not
do.
- I do not show
the evidences of
my learning.

1
a) I can use the
―self assessment
of the task‖ sheets
and show one to
four colored
speech bubbles
that indicate what
I can really do. I
can also show my
learning
evidences.

2
a) I can use the
―self
assessment of
the task‖ sheets
and show five
to eight
colored speech
bubbles to
indicate what I
can really do.
I can also show
my learning
evidences

3
a) I can use the
―self assessment of
the task‖ sheets and
show nine to
twelve colored
speech bubbles that
indicate what I can
really do. I can also
show my learning
evidences.

4
a) I can use
the ―self
assessment of
the task‖
sheets and
show thirteen
coloured
speech
bubbles that
indicate what I
can really do.
I can also
show my
learning
evidences.

5
a) Student
uses the ―self
assessment of
the task‖
sheets and
show more
than thirteen
coloured
speech
bubbles that
indicate what I
can really do.
I can also
show my
learning
evidences.

b) I do not use
the ―self
assessment of
the task‖ sheets
or I point to the
speech bubbles
(skills) that do
not need to
learn for
completing the
written tasks.

b) I can use the
―self assessment
of the task‖ sheet
and point less
than half of the
total uncolored
speech bubbles to
indicate that those
are the skills that
need to be learnt
for completing the
written tasks.

b) I can use the
―self
assessment of
the task‖ sheets
and point half
of the total
uncolored
speech bubbles
to indicate that
those are the
skills that need
to be learnt for
completing the
written tasks.

b) I can use the
―self assessment of
the task‖ sheets and
point more than
half of the total
uncolored speech
bubbles to indicate
that those are the
skills that need to
be learnt for
completing the
written tasks.

b) I can use
the ―self
assessment of
the task‖
sheets and
point all the
uncolored
speech
bubbles to
indicate that
those are the
skills that need
to be learnt for
completing the
written tasks.

b) I can use
the ―self
assessment of
the task‖
sheets and
point to all
the uncolored
speech
bubbles
including the
additional
ones (¨I can
also…¨
speech
bubbles) to
indicate that
those are the
skills that
need to be
learnt for
completing
the written
tasks.

c) I do not use
the ―self-

c) I can use the
―self-
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What I
want to
learn

assessment of
the task‖ sheets
or I circle the
speech bubble
that do not
really want to
learn.

d)
Identifyin
g human
or
Material
resources
for
learning.

d) I do not use
―My Resources
For Learning‖
sheets or I do
not point to all
the resources
available for
learning.

ing
learning
goals .

Identify
how I can
learn
e)
Choosing
and
implemen
ting a
learning
strategy.
Choose
the
resource
that will
facilitate
my new
learning
goal.

e) I do not use
―My resources
for leaning‖
sheet or I circle
the resource
that I will not
use to achieve
my goal.

----------------

d) I can use ―My
Resources For
Learning‖ sheets
and point one or
two resources
available for
learning

--------------

-------------------

---------------

d) I can use
―My Resources
For Learning‖
sheets and
point three or
four resources
available for
learning.

d) I can use ―My
Resources For
Learning‖ sheets
and point five or
six resources
available for
learning.

-------------------

-------------------

assessment of
the task‖
sheets and
circle at least
one speech
bubble to
show what I
really want to
learn.
d) I can use
―My
Resources For
Learning‖
sheets and
point seven
resources
available for
learning.

e) I can use
―My resources
for leaning‖
sheet and
circle the
resource that I
will use to
achieve my
goal.

----------------

d) I can use
―My
Resources For
Learning‖
sheet and
point more
than seven
resources for
learning.

---------------------
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Cuadro de Auto-evaluación
del Portafolio)

You can also anticipate your portfolio grade by drawing a circle to
the things you can do using the portfolio.

(Aquí puedes también anticipar la

calificación de tú portafolio encerrando las cosas que puedes realizar utilizando el
portafolio.)

No puedo
realizar la tarea
asignada
autónomamente.

Puedo
realizar un
poco de la
tarea
asignada de
manera
autónoma

0

1

CATEGORIAS
DE
AUTONOMIA

a)
Evaluación
del aprendizaje
Evalúo mi
aprendizaje
utilizando
evidencias.

b)
Diagnosticar las
necesidades de
aprendizaje

Puedo
realizar algo
de la tarea
asignada de
manera
autónoma.

Puedo
realizar la
mayoría de
la tarea
asignada de
manera
autónoma.

Puedo
realizar la
tarea
asignada de
manera
autónoma.
( NIVEL
ESPERADO)

Puedo
realizar ésta
y otras
tareas
adicionales
de manera
autónoma.

2

3

4

5

- No uso Puedo
usar las dos
hojas “Auto evaluación de la
tarea”.
- Muestro
cuadros de
diálogo que no
indican las cosas
que realmente
puedo hacer.
- No muestro
evidencias de mi
aprendizaje.

- Puedo
usar las dos
hojas “Auto
-evaluación
de la tarea”
y mostrar
de 1 a 4
cuadros de
diálogo
coloreados
para indicar
las cosas que
realmente
puedo hacer.
- También
puedo
mostrar las
evidencias
de mi
aprendizaje.

- Puedo usar
las dos hojas
“Auto evaluación de
la tarea” y
mostrar de
5 a 8
cuadros de
diálogo
coloreados
para indicar
las cosas que
realmente
puedo hacer.
- También
puedo
mostrar las
evidencias de
mi
aprendizaje.

- Puedo
usar las dos
hojas
“Auto evaluación
de la
tarea” y
mostrar
de 9 a 12
cuadros de
diálogo
coloreados
para indicar
las cosas
que
realmente
puedo
hacer.
-También
puedo
mostrar las
evidencias
de mi
aprendizaje.

- Puedo usar
las dos hojas
“Auto evaluación de
la tarea” y
mostrar los
13 cuadros
de diálogo
coloreados
para indicar
las cosas que
realmente
puedo hacer.
-También
puedo mostrar
las evidencias
de mi
aprendizaje.

- Puedo
usar las dos
hojas “Auto
-evaluación
de la tarea”
y mostrar
más de 13
cuadros de
diálogo
coloreados
que indiquen
las cosas que
realmente
puedo hacer.
-También
puedo
mostrar las
evidencias
de mi
aprendizaje.

-No uso las hojas
“Auto-evaluación
de la tarea”.
-No señalo con
el dedo los
cuadros de

Puedo usar
las dos hojas
“Auto evaluación
de la tarea”
y señalar

Puedo usar las
dos hojas
“Auto evaluación de
la tarea” y
señalar con el

Puedo usar
las dos
hojas
“Auto evaluación
de la

Puedo usar las
dos hojas
“Auto evaluación de
la tarea” y
señalar con el

Puedo usar
las dos hojas
“Auto evaluación
de la tarea”
y señalar
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identifico lo que
necesito aprender

c)
Formulación
de objetivos de
aprendizaje
Establezco la
habilidad que
deseo aprender

d)
Identificar los
recursos
humanos y
materiales
para el
aprendizaje

diálogo no
coloreados
indicando que
esas habilidades
son las que
necesito
aprender.

No uso la hoja
“Auto-evaluación
de la tarea”.
No encierro el
cuadro de
diálogo para
indicar lo que
realmente quiero
aprender

-No uso la hoja
“Mis recursos
parar aprender”
-No señalo los
recursos
disponibles para
aprender.

identifico la
diferentes
manera para
poder aprender
e) Seleccionando
e implementando
una recurso de
aprendizaje.

Selecciono el
recurso que
utilizaré para
alcanzar mi
objetivo (
aprender lo que
deseo)

No uso la hoja
“Mis recursos
para aprender”.
-No encierro el
recurso que
utilizaré para
aprender la
habilidad que
deseo.

con el dedo
menos de la
mitad de los
cuadros de
diálogo no
coloreados
indicando
que esas
habilidades
son las que
necesito
aprender.

dedo la mitad
cuadros de
diálogo no
coloreados
indicando que
esas
habilidades
son las que
necesito
aprender.

tarea” y
señalar con
el dedo
más de la
mitad
cuadros de
diálogo no
coloreados
indicando
que esas
habilidades
son las que
necesito
aprender.

----------------------------

Puedo usar
la hoja “Mis
recursos
parar
aprender” y
señalar con
el dedo 1 o
2 recursos
disponibles
para
aprender.

----------------

------------

-

-

Puedo usar la
hoja “Mis
recursos
parar
aprender” y
señalar con el
dedo 3 o 4
recursos
disponibles
para
aprender.

Puedo usar
la hoja “Mis
recursos
parar
aprender” y
señalar con
el dedo 5 o
6 recursos
disponibles
para
aprender.

------------------

------------

dedo todos
los cuadros
de diálogo no
coloreados
indicando que
esas
habilidades
son las que
necesito
aprender.

Puedo usar
una hoja
“Autoevaluación de
la tarea” y
encerrar el
cuadro de
diálogo para
indicar lo que
realmente
quiero
aprender
Puedo usar la
hoja “Mis
recursos
parar
aprender” y
señalar con el
dedo los 7
recursos
disponibles
para
aprender.
Puedo usar la
hoja “Mis
recursos para
aprender” y
encerrar el
recurso que
utilizaré para
aprender la
habilidad que
deseo.

con el dedo
todos los
cuadros de
diálogo no
coloreados
incluyendo
los
adicionales
(“I can
also…”)
indicando
que esas
habilidades
son las que
necesito
aprender.

--------------

Puedo usar
la hoja “Mis
recursos
parar
aprender” y
señalar con
el dedo más
de 7
recursos
disponibles
para
aprender.

-----------------
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(Guía de
preguntas para
la Evaluación del Portafolio)

Here are the questions your teacher will ask you during
assessment time. Remember to use the portfolio when
answering the following questions !!!

(Éstas son las

preguntas que tú profesor te realizará el día de evaluación de tú portafolio.
RECUERDA utilizar tu portafolio para explicar tus respuestas).

a)

What you can do in English? Can you show the
evidences of your learning?(¿Qué es lo que puedes realizar en
inglés? ¿Puedes mostrar las evidencias de tú aprendizaje?)

b)

Which skills do you need to learn to complete your
writing tasks? (¿Qué otras habilidades necesitas aprender para
completar tus tareas?)

c)

Which of your learning needs is your new goal?

d)

Which are the available resources that can help you
reach all your goals? Or which are the resources
available for learning? (¿Cuáles son los recursos disponibles que

(¿Cuál
de tus necesidades de aprendizaje se ha convertido en tú nuevo objetivo
por aprender?)

te pueden ayudar a alcanzar todos tus objetivos? ¿Cuáles son los recursos
disponibles para tú aprendizaje?)
e)

Which specific resource did you select to reach
your new goal? Or which specific resource did you
select to reach what you want to learn now? (¿cuál de

Es tú nuevo objetivo?)
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(Auto- evaluación de la tarea #1)

a. Colour in the speech bubbles to show what you can do. Show the
evidences. (Colorea los cuadros de diálogo para indicar las cosas que
puedes hacer. Asegúrate de mostrar las evidencias.)
b. Point to the speech bubbles to show what you need to learn.
(Señala con el dedo los cuadros de diálogo para indicar lo que
necesitas aprender.)
c. Circle the speech bubbles to show what you want to learn.
(Encierra el cuadro de dialogo que indique lo que quieres aprender
hoy.)

2. I can write
where an animal
lives.

3.

I

write
an

1. I can write

9. I can also __________

farm animal
words.

___________________

can

8. I can also ______

what

________________

animal

This is me, Writing

________________

can do.

7. I can write

4. I can write

what an animal

what an animal

has got.

can‟t do.

5. I can write what an
animal likes to eat.

6. I can write what
an animal doesn‟t
like to eat.
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(Auto- evaluación de la tarea #2)

a. Colour in the speech bubbles to show what you can do. Show the
evidences. (Colorea los cuadros de diálogo para indicar las cosas que
puedes hacer. Asegúrate de mostrar las evidencias.)
b. Point to the speech bubbles to show what you need to learn. (Señala
con el dedo los cuadros de diálogo para indicar lo que necesitas aprender.)
c. Circle the speech bubbles to show what you want to learn. (Encierra el
cuadro de dialogo que indique lo que quieres aprender hoy.)

1. I can write what
buildings or shop are
in the town.

2. I can write
what buildings or

8. I can also
_________

_____________

shops are not in

______

the town.
7. I can also __

I can write about a town!

3. I can write

____________

the

number

____________

of

things

found

in

a

town.

6.

I

can

write
„colour‟

4. I can write where
buildings,

people

or

animals are located in
the town.

5. I can write what
people
are
town.

or

doing

animals
in

the

words
give

to
a

better
description.
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( Mis recursos
para aprender)

d. Point to the resources that can help you
learn. (Señala con el dedo

todos los recursos

disponibles que pueden ayudarte a aprender lo que
deseas.)
e. Circle the resource that can help you

learn what you want to learn today.(Encierra el
recurso que te puede ayudar aprender lo que lo que quieres
aprender)

Read books and
magazines

Working with
extra worksheets.

Revising the
lesson.

Playing games.

Find information on
the computer.

Ask a person.

Other
resources…
Watching TV or DVD

___________
_____

Other
resources
______________
_____
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(Evidencias de mi aprendizaje)

f. Here you keep your all your written tasks as
evidences of what you have learnt.

(Aquí tú debes guardar

todos tus trabajos escritos para demostrar lo que has aprendido).

Unit

Tasks Title

Task Instruction

( Unidad)

(Nombre del trabajo)

(Instrucción del trabajo)

Unit 7At the
Farm
Unit 8 –
My town

Task #1 : A farm

Write a farm animal

animal riddle

riddle.

Task #2: My Dream

Write about my

Town

dream town
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My Farm Animal
I’m a farm animal. I live_______ ______________________
I’ve got __________________________________________
________________________________________________
I can ___________________________________________
I can’t __________________________________________
I like to eat _____________________________________
I don’t like ______________________________________
I _____________________________________________
I _____________________________________________
What am I? I am a _____________________________
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M Y

D R E A M

T O W N

1) In my dream town, there are ________________________
__________________________
2) In this town, there aren‟t ___________________________
3) There is/are _____________. There _________________
There __________________. There __________________.
4) The ______________ is next to the ________________.
The __________________ is ________________________.
The _________________ is _______________________.
5) A ____________________ is______________________.
_______________ is ________________________.

6) ____________________________________________.
_______________________________________________.
7) _____________________________________________.
8) ______________________________________________.
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I know
1. Animal words: cows, horses, spiders,
________________________________________________

I can (assessment criteria)
1. Write farm animals words.
Puedo escribir palabras de animales.
Ex: horse.

________________________________________________

2. Places where animals live: farm, zoo, water, land, trees,
_______________________________________________

________________________________________________

3-4. Animal skills: walk, fly, jump, swim,

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

5-6. Animal likes and dislikes: to eat grass, drink milk,
________________________________________________

2. Write where an animal lives.
Puedo escribir donde vive un animal.
EX: It is a farm animal.
This animal lives in a zoo.
It lives in the water or land.
3. Write what an animal can do.
Puedo escribir lo que un animal puede
o hacer.
Ex: It can walk.
4. Write what an animal can’t do.
Puedo escribir lo que un animal puede
no hacer.
Ex: It can‟t jump.

5. Write what an animal likes to eat.
Puedo escribir lo que a un animal le
gusta comer
Ex: It likes to eat grass.

________________________________________________

7. Animal body parts: big body, long tail,
________________________________________________

________________________________________________

8. ______________________________________________

6. Write what an animal doesn’t like to
eat.
Puedo escribir lo que a un animal no le
gusta comer
Ex: It doesn‟t like pizza.
7. Write what an animal has got.
Puedo describir físicamente a un
animal.
Ex: It has got a long tail and a green
body, but it hasn‟t got two legs.

8. ______________________
______________________

________________________________________________

9. _____________________________________________

9. _________________
_________________
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I know ( yo sé)
1-2. Places in a town: park, café, flat, hospital, shop,
street,zoo,farm,_______________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

I can…(yo puedo)
1. write which buildings or shops are in
the town.
(Puedo escribir los edificios o tiendas
que se encuentran en la ciudad.)
Ex: There are toy shops.

_____________________________________
2. write what buildings or shops are not
in the town.
(Puedo escribir los edificios o tiendas
que no se encuentran en la ciudad.)
Ex: There aren‟t hospitals.
3.Numbers:__________________________________

___________________________________________

4. Location: in, on, next to,
_______________________________________

5. People and animal actions: kicking a ball,

___________________________________________

6.Numbers:one,two,___________________________

___________________________________________
7. _________________________________________

___________________________________________

3. write the number of things found in a
town.
(Puedo escribir el número de cosas que se
encuentran en la ciudad.)
Ex: There are three bikes.
4. write where buildings, people or
animals are located in the town.
( Puedo escribir donde se encuentran
localizadas las tiendas, personas o
animales en la ciudad )
. EX: The park is next to the flat.
5. write what people or animals are doing
in the town.
(Puedo escribir que están haciendo las
personas o los animales en la ciudad.)
Ex: A boy is kicking a ball.
6. write „colour‟ words to give a better
description.
(Puedo describir más detalladamente a
una persona, animal o cosa escribiendo de
qué color son.)
Ex: The yellow bus is in front of the
hospital.

8. _________________________________________
7. ______________________
___________________________________________
8._____________________________________
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AUTONOMY DEVELOPMENT PLAN USING PORTFOLIO (July 20th –
October 7th)
TIME
DAY

UNDERSTANDING THE PERFORMANCE TASK

On
Monda
ys
and
Wedne
sdays

TI
M
E
10
min
.

CONCEPTS AND
PROCEDURS
OBJECT CONCE PROCE
IVES
PTS
DURES

Students
use the
writing
task guide
sheets and
the two
writing
task
sheets to
understan
d how the
two
writing
tasks
should be
performe
d

Performa
nce
criteria of
the two
writing
tasks

Use the ―I
know‖
section of
the
writing
task guide
sheets and
write
down all
the
vocabular
y already
learned
which
might be
used
when
performin
g the task.
Use the ―I
can‖
section
from the
writing
task guide
sheets and
read the
assessmen
t criteria
and the
examples
provided
for each
criteria.

SOURCES OF SUPPORT
PORTF
OLIO

My
learning
evidence
s
portfolio
section:
-The
writing
task
guide
sheets
called
―underst
anding
the
perform
ance
task‖
- The
two
writing
task
sheets :
A farm
animal
riddle
and My
dream
town

HUM
AN
RESO
URCE

Teacher

Classm
ates

OTHE
R
SUPPO
RT
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PORTFOLIO OVERALL
RECOMMNENDATIONS

On
Monda
ys
and
Wedne
sdays

10
min
.

Students
listen to
the
teacher‘s
recomme
ndations
on how to
improve
the use of
the
portfolio
worksheet
s.

Portfolio
use

Look at
the
teacher
portfolio
model
and see
examples
on how to
develop
the tasks
in each
portfolio
section.
Look at a
classmate
portfolio
selected
by the
teacher
and see an
example
of a well
done and
not well
developed
portfolio.

Teacher

Classm
ates
The
students
‘
portfolio

The
Teacher
Portfoli
o.

POTFOLIO

IN USE

On
30
Students
Evaluatio -Evaluate
Monda min fill in the
n of
the
ys and .
worksheet learning
learning
Wedne
s of the
outcomes by
sdays AUTONOMY
portfolio
pointing
DEVELOPING
THROUGH PORTFOLIOS
to
or
exercise
drawing
or
circles to
practice
show
its
Evaluatio what the
autonomy n of
grade is.
in all its
writing
categories task.
Identifica
tion of
-Colour in
learning
the
needs.
speech
bubbles to
Formulati show it
On
95
on of
can be
Friday min
learning
done.
s
.
goals
-Point to
the
speech
bubbles to
show
Identifica what is
tion of
needed to
human
be done.
and
-Circle
material
the
resources speech
of
bubbles to
learning
show
what is
Selection going to
and
be done.
implemen
tation of
strategies -Point to
for
the
learning.
resources
available
for
learning.
-Circle
the
Portfolio
resource
assessme that is
nt
going to
help to
reach the
particular
goal.
-Use that
selected
resource
to
complete
the
writing
task.

-Read the

Portfolio
sections:
--Selfassessm
ent chart
-My
learning
evidence
s

Teacher
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Portfolio
section :
---Selfassessm
ent of
the tasks
Story
Books
Portfolio
sections:
- -My
resource
s for
learning.
-My
learning
evidence
s: the
writing
task
guide
sheets
and the
two
writing
task

Reinfor
cement
workshe
ets
Kid‘s
box
Pupils
book
and
Kid‘s
box
activity
book
Board
games
Laptop
Videos

Portfolio
Section:
Portfolio
Assessm
ent
question
s guide.
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Teacher -Led Conference

On
Friday
s

5
mi
n.

Students
show
autonom
y when
learning
to write
in
English
using the
portfolio

Evaluati
on of
writing
task.
Identific
ation of
learning
needs.
Formulat
ion of
learning
goals
Identific
ation of
human
and
material
resource
s of
learning
Selectio
n and
impleme
ntation
of
strategie
s for
learning.

Answer
the
teacher
questions
by
showing
the
portfolio.
Use the
portfolio
to show
the
teacher:
what can
be done
in
English,
evidence
s of that
learning,
what is
needed
to learn,
what is
going to
be learn,
what
resources
is going
to be
used to
reach
those
goals
and what
particula
r
resource
is
selected
to reach
that goal.

The
whole
portfoli
o

Teache
r
Classm
ates
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AUTONOMY OBSERVATION RESULTS ( 1st DATA
COLLECTION)

student

AUTONOMY DESCRIPTORS

EVALUATION
OF LEARNING
OUTCOMES

DIAGNOSING
LEARNING
NEEDSidentify what I
need to learn

FORMULATING
LEARNING
GOALS- What I
want to learn

IDENTIFYNG
HUMAN OR
MATERIAL
RESOURCES

CHOOSING AND
IMPLEMENTING
LEARNING
STRATEGY

total

1
2

0
0

0
1

0
4

0
1

0
0

0
6

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0.47
1
0
1.55789474

2
1
0
3
2
4
3
2
3
2
0
1
2
0
2
1
1
1.57
4
0

4
0
0
4
0
4
0
4
4
0
0
4
4
0
4
4
0
2.10
4
0

2
1
1
1
3
3
1
1
3
1
3
2
4
0
4
3
3
1.942
4
0

4
4
0
4
0
4
0
0
4
0
0
4
4
0
0
4
0
1.683
4
0

13
6
1
13
5
16
4
8
15
3
3
12
15
0
11
13
4
7.78
16
0
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AUTONOMY OBSERVATION RESULTS ( 2nd DATA
COLLECTION)

Student

AUTONOMY DESCRIPTORS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

EVALUATION
OF LEARNING
OUTCOMES

3
2
4
2
2
4
1
5
3
3
3
3
2
1
5
0
5
4
3
2.89
5
0
3.07368421

DIAGNOSING
LEARNING
NEEDS- identify
what I need to
learn

3
3
4
3
2
3
2
3
3
3
4
1
1
5
4
0
5
2
1
2.73
5
0

FORMULATING
LEARNING
GOALS- What I
want to learn

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
0
4
4
0
4
4
4
3.57
4
0

IDENTIFYNG
HUMAN OR
MATERIAL
RESOURCES

CHOOSING AND
IMPLEMENTING
LEARNING
STRATEGY

1
4
4
3
3
4
2
4
4
4
4
2
1
2
4
0
4
4
3
3
4
0

4
4
4
0
0
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
0
0
4
4
4
3.15
4
0

tota
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

1
1

2
1
1
15.3
2
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AUTONOMY OBSERVATION RESULTS ( 3rd DATA
COLLECTION)

Student

AUTONOMY DESCRIPTORS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

EVALUATION
OF LEARNING
OUTCOMES

4
2
5
3
3
5
2
5
4
5
3
3
2
1
5
0
5
4
3
3.36
5
0
3.431578947

DIAGNOSING
LEARNING
NEEDS- identify
what I need to
learn

3
3
5
4
2
4
2
4
3
4
4
1
1
1
5
0
5
1
1
2.78
5
0

FORMULATING
LEARNING
GOALS- What I
want to learn

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
0
4
4
4
3.78
4
0

IDENTIFYNG
HUMAN OR
MATERIAL
RESOURCES

4
4
4
4
3
4
3
4
4
3
4
2
3
4
4
0
4
4
3
3.42
4
0

CHOOSING AND
IMPLEMENTING
LEARNING
STRATEGY

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
0
4
4
4
3.78
4
0

total
19
17
22
19
16
21
15
21
19
20
19
14
14
14
22
0
22
17
15
17.15
22
0
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AUTONOMY
CATEGORIES

Can not do
the assigned
task
autonomously

0
Evaluating
Learning

a)
Evaluate
learning
using the
evidences

Diagnosing
learning
needs

b) Identify
what I
need to
learn.

Formulatin
g learning
goals

c) What I
want to
learn

a)
Student
does not
use the
―self
assessmen
t of the
task‖
sheet or
show
colored
speech
bubbles
(skills)
that do
not
indicate
what she
or he can
really do.
Student
does not
show
evidences
b) Student
does not
use the
―self
assessmen
t of the
task‖
sheet or
point to
the speech
bubbles
(skills)
that do
not need
to learn
for
completin
g the
written
tasks.
c) Student
does not
use the
―selfassessmen
t of the
task‖

Can do very
little of the
assigned task
autonomously.

Can do some
of the assigned
task
autonomously.

Can do most of
the assigned
task
autonomously.

Can do the
assigned task
autonomously.
( EXPECTED
LEVEL)

Can do the
assigned and
other tasks
autonomously.
(OUTSTANDIN
G LEVEL)

1
a) Student
uses the ―self
assessment of
the task‖
sheet and
shows one to
four colored
speech
bubbles to
indicate what
he or she can
really do.
Show
evidences

2
a) Student
uses the ―self
assessment of
the task‖
sheet and
shows five to
eight colored
speech
bubbles to
indicate what
he or she can
really do.
Show
evidences

3
a) Student
uses the ―self
assessment of
the task‖ sheet
and shows nine
to twelve
colored speech
bubbles to
indicate what
he or she can
really do.
Show
evidences.

4
a) Student
uses the ―self
assessment of
the task‖
sheet and
shows
thirteen
coloured
speech
bubbles to
indicate what
he or she can
really do.
Show
evidences.

5

b) Student
uses the ―self
assessment of
the task‖
sheet and
points to less
than half of
the total
uncolored
speech
bubbles to
indicate
which skills
need to be
learnt for
completing
the written
tasks.

b) Student
uses the ―self
assessment of
the task‖
sheet and
points to half
from the
total
uncolored
speech
bubbles to
indicate
which skills
need to be
learnt for
completing
the written
tasks.

b) Student uses
the ―self
assessment of
the task‖ sheet
and points
more than
half of the
total
uncolored
speech
bubbles to
indicate which
skills need to
be learnt for
completing the
written tasks.

b) Student
uses the ―self
assessment of
the task‖
sheet and
points all the
uncolored
speech
bubbles to
indicate
which skills
need to be
learnt for
completing
the written
tasks.

b) Student uses
the ―self
assessment of
the task‖ sheet
and points to
all the
uncolored
speech
bubbles
including the
additional
ones (¨I can
also…¨ speech
bubbles) to
indicate which
skills need to
be learnt for
completing the
written tasks.

c) Student
uses the ―selfassessment of
the task‖
sheet and
circles at
least one

a) Student uses
the ―self
assessment of
the task‖ sheet
and shows
more than
thirteen
coloured
speech
bubbles to
indicate what
he or she can
really do.
Show
evidences.
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Identifying
human or
Material
resources
for
learning.
d) Identify
how I can
learn

Choosing
and
implemen
ting a
learning
strategy:
e) Choose
the
resource
that will
facilitate
learning.

sheet or
circle a
speech
bubble
that does
not really
want to
learn.
d) Student
does not
use ―My
Resources
For
Learning‖
sheet or
does not
point to
all the
resources
available
for
learning.
e) Student
does not
use ―My
resources
for
leaning‖
sheet or
circle the
resource
that will
not use to
achieve
the goal.

speech
bubble that
show what he
or she really
wants to
learn.

d) Student
uses ―My
Resources
For
Learning‖
sheet and
points one or
two resources
available for
learning

d) Student
uses ―My
Resources For
Learning‖
sheet and
points three
or four
resources
available for
learning.

d) Student uses
―My Resources
For Learning‖
sheet and
points five or
six resources
available for
learning.

d) Student
uses ―My
Resources For
Learning‖
sheet and
points seven
resources
available for
learning.

e) Student
uses ―My
resources for
leaning‖ sheet
and circle the
resource that
will
implement to
achieve of the
goal.

d) Student uses
―My Resources
For Learning‖
sheet and
points more
than seven
resources for
learning.
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Students’ Field Notes Form
Evaluating
Learning
Outcomes
: what I
can do

Diagnosi
ng
learning
needs:
what I
need to
learn

Formulating
Learning
needs

Identify human
and material
resources
For learning

WEEK 1

July

20

July

21

July

22

WEEK 2

July

25

July

27

Choosing
and
implementi
ng the
learning
strategy
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July

29

WEEK 3

Sept

5

Sept 7

Sept 9

WEEK 4

Sept

12

Sept

14

Sept
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16

WEEK 5

Sept

19

Sept

21

Sept

23

WEEK 6

Sept

26

Sept

28

Sept
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30

WEEK 7

Oct 3

Oct 5

Oct 7
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